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Dear friends, a very sad news has just been received. Our friend

and colleague Kiran Nanavati is no more. He was admitted to a hospital

for a rare blood disease and was improving but unexpectedly and

sadly collapsed. The void created by the death of such a nice and

gentle person can never be filled. We express our heartfelt sorrow

and convey our condolences to the bereaved family of Mr. Nanavati.

 Mahi Pal Singh,

21 August 2020

Obituary: Very sad news:
Kiran Nanavati is no more
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SUPREME COURT DECISION AGAINST

PRASHANT BHUSHAN AN ASSAULT ON

FREEDOM OF SPEECH, SHOULD BE RECALED
It is a matter of grave concern that the

Supreme Court has held the well known lawyer

Prashant Bhushan

guil ty of  contempt of

court relating to his two

tweets. The judgment of

the Supreme Court is an

assault on the freedom of

speech.   Prashant had

tweeted two tweets; in the

first tweet dt. 27th June,

2020 he said, “When

historians in future look

back at the last 6 years to see how democracy

has been destroyed in India even without a

formal Emergency, they will particularly mark

the role of the Supreme Court in this destruction,

and more particularly the role of the last 4 CJIs.”

The second June 29 tweet included a photo of

CJI S.A. Bobde riding a Harley Davidson

motorcycle, and said, “CJI rides a 50 lakh

motorcycle belonging to a

BJP leader at Raj Bhavan,

Nagpur, without a mask or

helmet, at a time when he

keeps the SC in Lockdown

mode denying citizens their

fundamental right to access

Justice!”

 Supreme Court held that

the tweets have the effect

of destabilising the very

foundation of this important pillar of the Indian

democracy and it has to be dealt with iron hand.

It further said that it took umbrage at Bhushan

linking the Supreme Court to an Emergency-

like situation and thus held his tweets false,

malicious and scandalous.

Prashant Bhushan
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However, the Supreme Court seems to be

unaware that it is not only Prashant Bhushan

who is linking the functioning of the present

Supreme Court to an ‘emergency-like’ situation

but large number of people are making this

comparison.  During the said emergency (June

1975-March 1977) the fundamental rights of the

citizens were suspended and those who

criticized the moves of the government were

sent to jail under the Maintenance of Internal

Security Act, 1971 (MISA). At present large

number of citizens who criticize the

government, are being arrested on one pretext

or the other without formal declaration of

emergency. Though such arrests are not on the

said scale as that of emergency, but the

methodology and arbitrariness is the same and

authoritarian trends are clearly visible. Most of

them are unable to get any relief from the courts

as happened in the ‘emergency’. Habeas

Corpus petitions of Kashmiri citizens are pending

undecided in the Supreme Court for a year.

During emergency large number of detainees

had filed Habeas Corpus petitions in

different High Courts on the ground that their

detention was malafide.  This contention was

upheld by seven High courts but the

Government challenged the said

decisions before the Supreme Court which with

majority of four to one   reversed the orders of

the High Courts on 28th April 1976 holding that if

the executive violates the rule of law and

deprives any person of life or personal liberty

by a grossly malafide action, neither the

aggrieved party nor the judiciary can do anything

in the matter. Justice V.M. Tarkunde (Retd.),

the then General Secretary of the Citizens For

Democracy (CFD), immediately wrote an

article ‘JUDICIAL SUICIDE’,  published in the

June 1976 issue of  ‘The Radical Humanist’,

stating that the day 28th April 1976  would

become known  as the blackest day  in the

judicial history of India. He further wrote in the

said article: “Since maintenance of the rule of

law  is the sole function of the judiciary, a

declaration by the Supreme Court of its inability

to discharge that function in the critical area of

executive encroachment on personal liberty can

legitimately be described as little short of judicial

suicide.” The copies of that issue were sent to

each judge of the Supreme Court and to all the

Chief Justices of the High Courts. That

judgment had angered large number of people.

When the emergency was revoked, some

advocates had issued statements while Bar

Association of Bombay High Court had passed

a resolution declaring that that the four judges

who delivered the majority judgment in ADM

Jabalpur case were ‘cowards’. These

statements were published in some newspapers.

The said four judges were still sitting judges in

the Supreme Court. A contempt of court petition

was filed. The majority of two judges (Untwala

and Kailasam J.J.) disposed of the matter

observing: “This is not a fit case where formal

proceeding should be drawn up.” Chief Justice

Beg who was one of the four judges in the ADM

Jabalpur case and was of the opinion that a case

of contempt had been made out also signed the

majority judgment stating, “However, as two

of my learned brethren are of the view that

we should ignore even such news items and

not proceed further, I can do no more than

to state the reasons for my dissent before

signing a common order dropping these

proceedings.”. (AIR 1978 SC 489: Shri

Sham Lal Vs. Unknown). Same approach was

shown by the other benches of the Supreme

Court relating to such statements.

The then judges exhibited a dignified

approach in ignoring the said contemptuous

statements calling the sitting judges as

‘cowards’. However, the said judgment in ADM

Jabalpur case has been regarded the most

shameful one and has been recently held

incorrect by the Supreme Court. At present

serious issues of public importance such as

challenge to  CAA, 2019,  the abrogation of
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articles 370 and 35-A of the Constitution, several

habeas corpus petitions, etc. are pending in the

Supreme Court.  It is unfortunate that the

Supreme Court took umbrage when Prashant

Bhushan tried to link the Supreme Court to the

‘emergency-like’ situation. The tweets ought to

have been ignored by it.  Holding him guilty and

awarding him any punishment are not going to

do any service to the administration of justice

or enhance the majesty of law. The tweets

made by Prashant Bhushan were expression

of anguish felt by thousands of victimized

citizens who are at the receiving end of the brutal

Statement by Prashant Bhushan, Respondent 1,

before the Supreme Court on 20.8.2020

I have gone through the judgment of this Hon’ble Court. I am pained that I have been held

guilty of committing contempt of the Court whose majesty I have tried to uphold -- not as a

courtier or cheerleader but as a humble guard – for over three decades, at some personal and

professional cost. I am pained, not because I may be punished, but because I have been grossly

misunderstood.

I am shocked that the court holds me guilty of “malicious, scurrilous, calculated attack” on the

institution of administration of justice. I am dismayed that the Court has arrived at this conclusion

without providing any evidence of my motives to launch such an attack. I must confess that

I am disappointed that the court did not find it necessary to serve me with a copy of the complaint

on the basis of which the suo motu notice was issued, nor found it necessary to respond to the

specific averments made by me in my reply affidavit or the many submissions of my counsel.

I find it hard to believe that the Court finds my tweet “has the effect of destabilizing the very

foundation of this important pillar of Indian democracy”. I can only reiterate that these two

tweets represented my bonafide beliefs, the expression of which must be permissible in any

democracy. Indeed, public scrutiny is desirable for healthy functioning of judiciary itself. I believe

that open criticism of any institution is necessary in a democracy, to safeguard the constitutional

order. We are living through that moment in our history when higher principles must trump

routine obligations, when saving the constitutional order must come before personal and

professional niceties, when considerations of the present must not come in the way of discharging

our responsibility towards the future. Failing to speak up would have been a dereliction of duty,

especially for an officer of the court like myself.

My tweets were nothing but a small attempt to discharge what I considered to be my highest

duty at this juncture in the history of our republic. I did not tweet in a fit of absence mindedness.

It would be insincere and contemptuous on my part to offer an apology for the tweets that

expressed what was and continues to be my bonafide belief. Therefore, I can only humbly

paraphrase what the father of the nation Mahatma Gandhi had said in his trial: I do not ask for

mercy. I do not appeal to magnanimity. I am here, therefore, to cheerfully submit to any penalty

that can lawfully be inflicted upon me for what the Court has determined to be an offence, and

what appears to me to be the highest duty of a citizen.

state power and who cry for judicial

protection.  The people look upon the Supreme

Court as citadel of justice and bulwark of

democracy. We hope and pray that the Supreme

Court will play its assigned role with fearlessness,

fairness and objectivity. We urge upon the

Hon’ble Court to ignore the tweets and recall

its decision holding Prashant Bhushan guilty.

The statement signed by President CFD:

S.R. Hiremath;    N.D. Pancholi,  Anil

Sinha,   Manimala, Arun Maji , Ramendra

Nath,  Ramsharan,  Shalu Nigam, Ramesh

Awasthi, and Mahi Pal  Singh
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Civil liberties organisations Campaign for

Judicial Accountability and Reforms (CJAR)

and the People’s Union for Civil Liberties

(PUCL) have said the Supreme Court’s

conviction of lawyer Prashant Bhushan for his

tweets has “lowered its own dignity in the eyes

of the ordinary person” and that it would “be

more damaging of the image” of the court.

Bhushan was on Friday convicted of criminal

contempt of court for two tweets, one of which

spoke about the destruction of democracy while

the other referred to the current Chief Justice

of India.

The CJAR has urged the apex court to

reconsider its decision, saying the judiciary must

“command respect” and not demand it.

“By convicting Mr Bhushan for criminal

contempt, we believe that the court has lowered

its own dignity in the eyes of the ordinary person

in India. Once hailed as one of the ‘most

powerful constitutional courts’ in the world, it is

unfortunate that the court is intolerant of even

the most temperate and well-intentioned

criticism,” a statement from the CJAR, whose

members include former apex court judge

Justice P.B. Sawant, said.

“We call upon each and every sitting judge

of the Hon’ble Supreme Court to reconsider this

decision that has, more than anything, harmed

the court’s own prestige and dignity in the eyes

of the public.”

The PUCL said Bhushan’s conviction would

reinforce the view that the apex court “will not

allow any public questioning or criticism of its

functioning”, and would hurt its image more than

Bhushan’s tweets could.

The CJAR said that Bhushan, who is its

convener, cannot be held guilty of contempt

because the tweets were “expressions of his

anguish and a bona fide criticism of the court

and the Chief Justice of India”.

It said Bhushan’s freedom of expression was

protected under Article 19(1)(a) of the

Constitution and “cannot be stifled by such a

conviction”.

“When the functioning of the court has been

disrupted due to the Covid-19 pandemic and

important cases concerning the rights of millions

are being adjourned for weeks and months, the

haste with which the court has proceeded to

hear and convict Mr Bhushan is unseemly and

sends a message of stern consequence to those

who choose to express themselves in manners

that are not palatable to judges,” the CJAR said.

“The judiciary commands respect and never

demands it. It earns respect through its impartial

and effective decisions and interpretation. The

Supreme Court has enjoyed a hallowed status

due to the work of progressive and thoughtful

judges who have expanded human rights and

defended liberty. Respect and dignity cannot be

demanded from citizens on the threat of

contempt.

According to the CJAR, few dare speak up

against the judiciary because of the swift

retribution of contempt. “Criminal contempt to

prop up the court’s dignity (as opposed to other

forms of contempt), is an archaic, obsolete law,

in long disuse in its country of origin and

abolished in several other countries,” it said.

“It is time to free ourselves from the yoke

of this stifling law, to look deeply into its purpose,

and ensure that it is not used to silence opinions

that seek accountability and reforms in the

functioning of the judiciary.”

The PUCL’s statement said the court’s

finding would only strengthen the view that like

other democratic institutions in India, it was

cracking down on dissent.

“The SC (Supreme Court) too is unwilling

Appeal: Verdict lowers Supreme Court dignity, reverse it

Civil liberties groups call on judges to reconsider Bhushan decision
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to acknowledge serious issues about the way

the judicial system is functioning and is acting

in a manner which would silence democratic

voices, using the draconian power of ‘contempt

of court’,” said the statement, issued by Ravi

Kiran Jain, national president of the PUCL, and

D.V. Suresh, its national general secretary.

“We would like to point out that Prashant

Bhushan is not the first person to raise serious

and critical questions about the administration

of justice in the highest court of the land.”

The reference was to the January 2018 news

conference held by four Supreme Court judges

— Justices J. Chelameswar, Ranjan Gogoi,

Madan Lokur and Kurian Joseph — where they

expressed their disagreement with then Chief

Justice of India Dipak Misra over the allotment

of cases to benches and other matters.

“In particular, the issues raised by the four

senior judges are central to the independence

of the judiciary: manner of deciding the roster

and composition and strength of benches,

integrity of judicial process, institutional integrity,

transparency in appointment of judges, etc. They

had clearly and openly indicated that these vital

principles have not just been flouted but ethically

compromised,” the PUCL said.

Quoting the four judges, it said: “There have

been instances where case(s) having far-

reaching consequences for the nation and the

institution had been assigned by the Chief

Justices of this court selectively to the benches

‘of their preference’ without any rational basis

for such assignment.

“While the language and content of the

tweets (by Bhushan) may not be agreeable or

palatable, the fact remains that Prashant

Bhushan was only articulating a widespread view

amongst many sections of the public, raising

questions about the response of the apex court.

“The correctness of Prashant Bhushan’s

views about the role of former CJIs may be

debated, but the fact remains that many sections

of society feel that the structures of democracy

are being dismantled and destroyed before our

very eyes and the constitutionally mandated

institutions are failing to play their independent,

monitoring role.

“In such a situation the SC, to which people

still look up with respect and hope, is increasingly

being seen by people to be supportive of the

State and unresponsive to democratic and

constitutional concerns.”

The PUCL described Bhushan as an

“indefatigable fighter for constitutional values

and the ordinary citizen” and said his conviction

for the tweets would only reinforce the view

that the “SC will not allow any public questioning

or criticism of its functioning and is not averse

to using contempt laws to silence voices seeking

transparency and accountability of the

judiciary”.

“Ironically, it is this view which will be more

damaging of the image of the SC rather than

the import of the tweets of Prashant Bhushan,”

it added.

Courtesy The Telegraph,

16 August 2020.

The Radical Humanist on Website

‘The Radical Humanist’ is now available at http://www.lohiatoday.com/

 on Periodicals page, thanks to Manohar Ravela who administers the site on

Ram Manohar Lohia, the great socialist leader of India.

       –  Mahi Pal Singh
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 Why I Defend Prashant Bhushan’s Right to Offend
There may be issues of national importance, sovereignty, and security

where a contrarian view against national consensus is not acceptable.

Otherwise, the right to dissent is at the heart of a democracy.

Suman K. Jha

Prashant Bhushan likes to wear many hats.

He is an indefatigable anti-corruption activist and

has always fought for probity in public life. He

has campaigned for transparency and

accountability in the judiciary.

Bhushan is also a political activist. He was

associated with the anti-corruption movement,

India Against Corruption. Later, he was one of

the founding members of the Aam Aadmi Party,

only to part ways with the Arvind Kejriwal-led

party.

Bhushan has a politics which is deeply

problematic. He has, for instance, stood for

plebiscite in Jammu and Kashmir. It’s known to

everyone how Pakistan fans trouble in the Valley

and sposnors terrorism to target the innocent and

security forces. To call for a plebiscite (or

referendum) in this environment is to play in

Pakistan’s hands. This proposition would never

find acceptance in the Indian mainstream as long

as Pakistan sees sponsoring terror in the Valley

as a national priority.

As a lawyer, Bhushan has taken up multiple

issues of public interest. So, when a couple of

his tweets raised the hackles of the Supreme

Court, it was rightly disapproved by the media.

While few national dailies were among those to

write editorials questioning the Supreme Court

move to issue the notice over contempt

proceedings to Bhushan, Outlook ran an op-ed.

A group of public figures later came out with an

appeal requesting the top court to take back the

notice. In another matter, currently being heard

in the Supreme Court, the top court said that

“voice of dissent in a democracy cannot be shut

down”. Surely, Bhushan has a right to dissent,

too. Among our public institutions, the Supreme

Court enjoys the highest credibility and trust of

the people. It’s only expected that it will do

everything to retain that trust.

There’s another dimension to this debate. It

deals with the ability of our systems, and the

political class to deal with dissent.

It’s significant to recall how Bhushan was

assaulted due to his views on Kashmir by an

activist, who rose to become a spokesperson of

Delhi BJP, and a BJP candidate in the Delhi

Assembly elections.

Most of the family-run parties, that like to be

known as regional parties, would brook no dissent.

India’s tryst with the Emergency remains the

most telling example of how the Congress would

deal with dissent, though it likes to be known as

an umbrella organisation.

It’s the BJP that has the most interesting

views on dissent. In 2016, Home Minister Amit

Shah spoke on ‘Democracy, Development and

Dissent’ at an event in Goa. Shah said that

“development” and “dissent” were included in

the idea called “democracy”. He explained how

this land always welcomed new ideas and their

proponents including the Buddha and Mahavir.

He added that Narendra Modi had faced in

Independent India the “most vicious negative

(sabse katu) criticism”. Then came the crux of

his argument. “Criticise the government, but

not the nation–the country won’t accept or

tolerate it.”

No one should have a problem with this

elaborate explanation of dissent and democracy.

Except that the BJP government critics would

argue that “anything against the government is

portrayed as against the country in the present

environment.”
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How does one then deal with any contrarian

view—like one should hold a plebiscite/

referendum in Kashmir, espoused by the likes of

Bhushan?

The challenge, I think, is to make such views

irrelevant by making the national resolve on the

issue stronger on the one hand, and making

democracy at the grassroots level in Kashmir

deeper, on the other.

There may be issues of national importance,

sovereignty, and security where a contrarian view

against national consensus is not acceptable, and

it must be dealt likewise, in a court of law.

Otherwise, the right to dissent is at the heart

of a democracy. It’s for this reason that I defend

Bhushan’s right to offend—in a courtroom and

outside.

(The author, a JNU alumnus, is a former

journalist. Views expressed are personal

Courtesy Outlook India, 29 July 2020

Prashant Bhushan guilty of contempt :
Opposition questions conviction

Special Correspondent

Opposition parties questioned the alacrity

with which the Supreme Court had convicted

senior lawyer Prashant Bhushan for contempt

of court while cases against the abrogation of

Article 370 of the Constitution and habeas

corpus petitions filed for political leaders in

Kashmir have been pending for more than a year.

Communist Party of India-Marxist (CPI-M)

general secretary Sitaram Yechury in a series

of tweets said that whether one agrees with

the precise formulation of Mr. Bhushan’s tweets

or not — he was convicted for his tweets —

the Supreme Court judgment convicting him of

contempt is “alarming”.

“It brings into the ambit of Contempt, bona-

fide criticism of the role played by the Supreme

Court as a Constitutional authority. It also brings

within its scope, genuine criticism of its present

day functioning and approach. Hitherto, such

statements were protected speech under Article

19 (1)(a) under the Constitution and were not

considered contemptuous,” he said, adding that

the judgment would prevent open and free

discussion on the role of the Supreme Court in

India’s democracy. This, he said, weakens

India’s Constitutional democracy.

‘Revisit contempt laws’

Dissent and having a difference of opinion

is part of a democracy, CPI general secretary

D. Raja said, calling for revisiting the contempt

laws. “When four Supreme Court judges held a

press conference questioning the working of the

apex court, was that also contempt? When there

were large-scale protests after a Supreme Court

judgment diluting the reservation laws, was that

contempt?” he questioned.

Nationalist Congress Party leader and a

senior lawyer Majeed Memon tweeted:

“Contempt of Courts Act 1971 is in place to

prevent the courts and judges from being

scandalised. Supreme Court is supreme

because it is the highest and final court, not

because it is infallible or does not err.”

Trinamool Congress MP Mahua Moitra

through a series of tweets directed, “If you have

the law and truth behind you why is your skin

so thin?” The MP from Krishnanagar in West

Bengal added: “How are perceived affronts to

your power & pelf worthy of such speedy

disposal when issues like CAA, 370 & Habeas

Corpus petitions perish for months?” Ms. Moitra

also said that the court is for “millions of poor

who even today say ‘I will go to Court’ — brute

display of power does not become you. It

shames us all.”

Courtesy The Hindu, 14 August 2020.
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Delhi Riots: Investigate Allegation of ‘Sexual Violence’

Against Police, Minority Commission Says

The fact finding report concluded that “the violence followed an organised and

systematic pattern” against Muslims and their properties.

Betwa Sharma

NEW DELHI — The Delhi Minorities

Commission, an independent statutory body of

the Delhi government, has called for an

investigation into an allegation of “sexual

violence” against the Delhi Police, raised by a

riot survivor, cited in its fact-finding report

released last week. 

The commission was set up by the Delhi

government in 1999 to protect the interest of

minorities in the national capital.

The report cites a complaint of a woman

from Dayalpur, describing the Delhi

Police busting a sit-in protest against the

Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA) in Chand

Bagh, which alleges, “Police pulled their pants

down and pointed their genitals towards the

women stating that they wanted ‘freedom’ and

they were there to give them ‘freedom’ and that

this was their ‘freedom.’” 

The same complaint alleges the Delhi Police

dragged a 12-13 year-old girl at the protest. 

“While the slogans of ‘Azadi’ (a cry for

freedom from the discriminatory laws and

practices) were used by the protesters, the

police used the same chants of ‘Azadi’ to

sexually harass women and attack them,

including at least one incident of a police officer

flashing his genitals in front of women

Yawar Nazir via Getty Images: Indian Muslim women riot survivors recite holy Quran as they

seek shelter in a makeshift camp, in a riot-affected area on March 01, 2020 in NE Delhi. 
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protesters,” the report said. 

Citing other complaints, testimonies  and

media reports, the report says that while rioters

sexually assaulted Muslim women and attacked

them with acid, the Delhi Police did not respond

to calls begging them for help.  

The report also cites testimony of a woman

from Khajuri Khas, who said that some women

jumped off an 8 to 10 feet wall to save

themselves. 

“The testimonies suggest that Muslim

women were attacked on the basis of their

religious identity; their hijabs and burqas were

pulled off,” it said.

The nine-member fact finding committee

recommends establishing “the full extent of the

complicity and abdication of duty by the Delhi

Police” in the the violence, and “engaging in

direct acts of violence including sexual violence.”

It also recommends establishing a team of

5-10 trial lawyers, who, in collaboration with the

Delhi State Legal Services, could assist women

file complaints of sexual violence against private

individuals and public officials and help them

get effective legal representation. 

DMC report 

The Delhi Minorities Commission’s report,

released five months after more than 50 people

were killed in the riots in northeast Delhi, said

that the violence “was seemingly planned and

directed to teach a lesson to a certain community

which dared to protest against a discriminatory

law.” 

A foreword written by M.R. Shamshad, a

Supreme Court advocate and the chairperson

of the fact finding team, said that a “biased”

and “partisan” Delhi Police was purposefully

pinning the riots on the anti-CAA protesters and

misdirecting the investigation to support this

narrative. 

The report questions why the Delhi Police,

which reports to Home Minister Amit Shah, is

not investigating the Bharatiya Janata Party

leader Kapil Mishra who was captured on video

making an inflammatory speech in northeast

Delhi a few hours before the violence started

on the night of 23 February. 

The Delhi Police in June said that it was

carrying out an impartial investigation based on

forensic evidence, and had arrested around 620

Hindus and 683 Muslims, but it is yet to explain

why it has neither registered an FIR against

Mishra — despite a Delhi High Court directive

to do so — nor investigated police personnel

whose complicity in some of the violence has

been witnessed and captured on video. 

Furthermore, in the chargesheets it has filed,

the Delhi Police has laid out a narrative linking

the riots to the anti-CAA protests. One FIR,

FIR 59, which has come to be known as the

“conspiracy FIR,” has invoked India’s anti-

terrorism law against anti-CAA protestors who

the police accuse of masterminding the riots.

The Narendra Modi government’s CAA, its

critics say, alters the secular nature of the Indian

constitution by making religion the basis for

granting citizenship to asylum seekers.

Reacting to the DMC report, Public

Relations Officer Anil Mehta said the Delhi

Police was carrying out a professional

investigation, and over 400 of the 752 FIRs

lodged were based on complaints of the minority

community. 

There have been at least ten other fact

finding report on the riots in February, produced

by the lawyers, doctors, human rights activists,

and one by a group of “intellectual and

academicians” who pinned the riots on the

“Urban Naxal Jihadi network” and submitted it

to Home Minister Amit Shah.

The Delhi Minority Commission’s report is

the only one produced by a quasi judicial body

possessing some powers of a civil court. 

On Saturday, The Tribune reported that

the DMC’s chairman Zafrul Islam Khan had

submitted its report to the Delhi Government.

Citing sources, the Chandigarh-based

newspaper reported that Chief Minister Arvind
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Kejriwal, “may consider some of the

recommendations of the committee.” 

Khan, who was appointed by the Aam Aadmi

Party government in 2017, was booked for

sedition and promoting enmity over a social

media post thanking Kuwait for sticking up for

Indian Muslims, posted on 28 April. The 72-year-

old man later apologised for it. The Delhi High

Court has granted him protection against arrest.

Last week, two days before the report was

released on Thursday, the Delhi Police issued a

notice asking him to join the investigation.  

Report says pogrom 

In his forward, Shamshad, chairperson of the

fact finding committee, says the Delhi Police

has changed the narrative to communal violence

on both sides, but what actually happened in

the last week February was a pogrom. 

A pogrom refers to the organised killing of a

group of people because of their race or religion.

“This is a serious issue of changing public

perception by attributing the riots to CAA

protestors in general and Muslims in particular.

This reflects injustice and partisan bias in the

system which is neither good for a democratic

system nor for our nation as whole,” he wrote.

The widely cited death toll, including by the

Delhi Police in its chargesheets, is 53. In April,

HuffPost India reported that the Delhi Police

had informed the Home Ministry of 52 deaths.

This fact-finding report names 55 dead people. 

In March, of the 52 names of the deceased

published by Polis Project, 39 or 75% are

Muslim. In the list compiled by the Delhi

Minorities Commission, at least 65% are

Muslim. 

This fact-finding report identifies 17 religious

places, including 11 mosques, four madrassas,

one shrine and one cemetery, which were

attacked during the riots. The Delhi Waqf Board

says 19 mosques were damaged.  A Right To

Information reply from the Delhi Police,

published by the Quint, says eleven places of

worship including eight mosques, two shrines

and one madrassa, were damaged. This report

says the fact-finding team visited seven Hindu

temples in Muslim dominated localities and

found them untouched. The Delhi Police’s RTI

reply said two temples were damaged. 

The fact finding report concluded that “the

violence followed an organised and systematic

pattern” against Muslims and their properties,

and the “police were also complicit and abetted

the attack.”

Betwa Sharma Politics Editor, HuffPost

India
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Delhi Riots: 270 Eminent Citizens Write to

CM Kejriwal Urging Probe by Retired Judge
The signatories have said that Delhi police have botched up the probe to

“conceal the role played by BJP leaders in the communal violence”.

The Wire Staff

New Delhi: Nearly 270 prominent citizens

of Delhi have urged Chief Minister Arvind

Kejriwal to institute an independent probe under

a retired judge into the communal violence in

northeast Delhi in February this year. Citing six

reasons for demanding such a probe, a letter by

the citizens said it would “bring confidence to

the people of Delhi and take forward the

necessity to punish those guilty and to bring

justice to the victims also.”

The letter also referred to how the police

investigation and prosecution into various FIRs

filed in relation to the violence was botched up

and has not evoked much hope since. “The totally

one sided and politically motivated reports of

the Delhi police regarding the communal

violence is also in sharp contrast to the report

and recommendations of the Delhi Minority

Commission,” it said, adding that “this makes

the setting up of such a probe all the more

urgent.”

The signatories to the letter, who include Air

Vice Marshal (Retd.) N.I. Razzaqui; former

Foreign Secretary Muchkund Dubey; former

Chief Information Commissioner Wajahat

Habibullah; CPI(M) politburo member Brinda

Karat; social activists Harsh Mander and Swami

Agnivesh; journalists H.K. Dua and Mrinal

Pande; former Planning Commission member

Sayeda Hameed; and academicians Prabhat

Patnaik and Jayati Ghosh, among others, also

reminded Kejriwal about the “grave disquiet and

concern about the unfair, unjust, one sided and

manufactured ‘investigation’ by the Delhi police.

Demanding that a judicial probe be

conducted in a time-bound manner, they said,

“The terms of reference should include various

aspects of the violence.” Further, the letter noted

that the 270-odd signatories wanted “punishment

to those guilty” and believe an independent

inquiry will help such a process.

On the reasons for their demand, the citizens

wrote of the Delhi Minority Commission (DMC)

report which was released recently and how it

described the events in total contrast and

variance to the claims made by the Delhi police.

“The Commission has recommended the setting

up of an independent inquiry. The State

government should accept this

recommendation,” the letter thus said.

‘Conflict of interest as DMC report

mentions indicts Home Minister’

Further, it said, “The Delhi police functions

directly under the Home Ministry” and “the

Home Minister himself had led the highly

communal election campaign in Delhi which was

a prelude to the violence and in fact his speech

has been quoted in the DMC report. There is a

clear conflict of interest between getting to the

truth and defending the leaders of the ruling party

at the Centre.”

The letter also stated that “several BJP

leaders, including ministers in the Central

Government, MPs and other leaders, like Kapil

Mishra, had made hate speeches but not a single

FIR has been filed” against them. On the

contrary, it noted that “the Delhi police have

officially declared that such speeches which sow

enmity between two communities and incite

violence are not ‘cognizable offences’.”

‘Police implementing political agenda to

conceal role of BJP leaders’
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It also said the “double standards show that

the Delhi police seeks to implement a political

agenda – which is to conceal the role played by

BJP leaders in the communal violence.”

Also, the letter accused the police of targeting

activists through “selective excerpts of

speeches” made by them and of using these to

name them in charge sheets. “Such are the

double standards of the police. An independent

inquiry would help to pin down the role of

different political functionaries,” it added.

‘Probe not even-handed as minority

community bore brunt of violence’

The letter also questioned the Delhi police’s

claim that they have been “even handed” in the

number of arrests of accused belonging to both

communities. Stating that “their own figures

show that the losses and damage are

overwhelmingly borne by the minority

community,” it charged that “in such a scenario

“even handed” means to whitewash the facts.”

The Delhi police, the signatories said, have

also issued a formal letter to police officers

asking them to be cautious in arresting Hindus

since “complaints” have been received of arrests

from community leaders. “It is therefore clear

that the pressure not to arrest those accused of

violence even if they have been named is

accepted by the Delhi police. This is a shocking

exposure of being ‘not even handed’,” the letter

said.

‘Delhi police faces charges of

connivance, participation in violence’

Coming to the role of the three Special

Investigation Teams, set up to probe the

violence, the letter said though over 100 Delhi

police personnel were injured in the violence,

the force is itself accused in several cases of

dereliction of duty, connivance and partisanship

and in some cases of directly participating in

violence against the minority community.

Referring to how there were several videos

and press reports to support this charge, the letter

also recounted “the infamous incident in which

injured young Muslim men were beaten, forced

to sing the National Anthem by uniformed

policemen and then arrested leading to the death

of one of them.”

Yet, it said, the Delhi police have stated in

courts that they have so far found no evidence

against its own personnel. “Clearly no inquiry

into the role of the police can have credibility if

it is conducted by the police themselves,” the

letter said, while advocating the need for an

“independent” probe.

‘Anti-CAA protests, Jamia incidents

being linked to violence’

The concerned citizens also wrote about how

the “one sided investigation” was being used to

curb dissent. They alleged that “the entire

chronology concocted by the Delhi police is to

somehow link the communal violence in the

third week of February to the anti-CAA

movement starting in December and in particular

the incidents in Jamia University.”

In keeping with this storyline, the letter said,

“Activists who were part of the anti-CAA

movement, which was in the main a historic

peaceful protest, are being egregiously linked

to the communal violence. Many have been

booked under the draconian UAPA and are

denied bail. Others are being harassed by

different wings of the police.”

In addition, they said, “local youth of the

minority community are being harassed and

picked up on flimsy grounds” and all this was

being done to support the “false chronology of

events being manufactured by the Delhi police

at the behest of their political masters.”

Finally, the letter acknowledged that while

Kejriwal government faces “various constraints

imposed by the present centralised structure

under the Lieutenant Governor answerable to

the Central Government”, but said, even “under

the present constitutional framework the State

Government has every right and the powers to

institute such an inquiry.”

Courtesy The Wire, 28 July 2020.
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Report: Organisation of World Peace

“Across-The-Board Violation of

Human Rights” In Kashmir
The Forum for Human Rights in Jammu and

Kashmir’s (FHRJK) annual report on the

regions’ 11-month lockdown condemned an

“across-the-board violation of human rights.” 

More specifically, the report highlights the

detrimental impact of India’s “draconian”

policies on the region’s economy, media, public

health, civilian security, and educational access.

The territory of Jammu and Kashmir has been

under lockdown since their status as a state was

revoked in August 2019. In the first half of this

year, 229 people have been killed in conflicts.

Notably, on July 25, a shooting broke out

between militants and security forces on the

outskirts of Srinagar, killing two militants. Over

the past two weeks, two other shootings have

occurred in Kashmir. 

While the FHRJK’s report notes the

lockdown led to a decline in “terrorist-related

incidents” and overall fatalities, there has been

an increase in ceasefire violations from 449 in

2016 to 3,168 in 2019. Over the past year, there

have been 37 terrorism-related civilian deaths.

Since the start of the lockdown, 6,607 people—

including three former chief ministers and at

least 144 minors—have been detained. The

Indian government, per the report, has denied

Kashmiris’ “right to bail and fair and speedy

trial” and implemented “draconian legislation,

such as the Public Safety Act (PSA) and the

Unlawful Activities Prevention Act (UAPA), to

stifle dissent.” 

Moreover, the regions’ statutory oversight

bodies were closed when Jammu and Kashmir’s

statehood was revoked. Although Union

Territories are also entitled to independent

statutory bodies, the Union Government decided

not to reinstate them. As the FHRJK notes, this

leaves citizens without an

outlet to seek redress for

issues such as “women and

child rights, anti-corruption,

and the right to information.” 

The FHRJK report thus

argues that the lockdown has

ultimately caused “a near-

total alienation of the people of the Kashmir valley

from the Indian state and people.”

Forcible internet service suspensions are a

major facet of the lockdown in Kashmir. The

report highlights the detrimental effect of service

suspensions in the region, especially in light of

the Covid-19 pandemic. When the lockdown

started in August 2019, the government

suspended internet service for 213 days. The

government has since used service suspensions

as a “precautionary tool” following “sensitive”

events. On July 17, for instance, according to

the Software Freedom Law Centre (SFLC),

internet service was suspended as a

“precautionary measure” after three militants

were killed in the Shopian region. Even before

the pandemic, suspensions have greatly disrupted

public health, media, and day-to-day life more

generally. The effect on education has been

“particularly severe” with schools and colleges

functioning just 100 days from 2019 to 2020,

according to the FHRJK report.

Today, with hundreds of Kashmiris diagnosed

with the virus each day and schools indefinitely

closed, internet service is an especially vital

resource. A month after schools reopened in

February, they were forced to close and move

classes online due to the outbreak. Yet the report

notes that 4G internet service is still suspended

in the region,

Alexa Grunow

( To be Contd....on Page - 18 )
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The Gutting Of Indian Democracy by Modi-Shah

Ramachandra Guha

Back in December 2015, I wrote that India

was in danger of becoming what I termed an

‘election-only democracy’. Once a party had

won an election, and formed a government, its

leader(s) behaved as if they were totally immune

from critical scrutiny, and could do absolutely

what they wished for the next five years, when

the next election was to be held.

In a proper democracy, a democracy worth

the name, the authoritarian tendencies of leaders

elected to public office are kept in check by

such institutions as a functioning parliament, a

free press, an independent civil service, and an

independent judiciary. That is how democracy

functions in much of Western Europe and North

America, and that is how the framers of our

constitution hoped our democracy would

function too.

And so it largely did, for the first two decades

after Independence. In her early years as Prime

Minister, Indira Gandhi followed her

predecessors Jawaharlal Nehru and Lal

Bahadur Shastri in regularly attending debates

in parliament; in keeping the civil service and

judiciary free from political interference; and in

not seeking to intimidate the press. But after

she split the Congress in 1969, her attitude to

these things changed. She began promoting a

‘committed’ judiciary and a ‘committed’

bureaucracy, disregarding the importance of

parliament, and threatening newspaper

proprietors and editors. She also destroyed inner-

party democracy within the Congress Party;

making it a one-person (and in time, a one-

family) show.

It is important to recognize that this

emasculation of independent institutions by

Prime Minister Indira Gandhi had been

underway for several years before the

Emergency. Between June 1975 and March

1977, Indian democracy was officially dead, to

be miraculously resurrected by Indira Gandhi’s

still unexplained

decision to call the

elections which she

and her party lost.

After 1977, the

institutions of

democracy that Indira

Gandhi had tamed

began to reassert their

independence. This

was particularly true of the press; as documented

by Robin Jeffrey in his book India’s Newspaper

Revolution, newspapers and magazines in

English and especially in Indian languages were

now far braver than ever before, running well-

researched exposes of the crimes of politicians

of all parties. Equally significant was the

restoration of judicial autonomy, and of the

Supreme Court in particular. Meanwhile,

debates in parliament in the 1980s and 1990s

were almost as vigorous as they had been in

the 1950s. The one institution which did not

regain its independence was the bureaucracy,

with postings and transfers of officers now

determined as often by proximity to ruling

politicians as by professional competence.

This recovery of institutional independence

was partial and incomplete; nonetheless, it made

many observers (this writer included) hopeful

that democracy in India was at least half-way

towards fulfilling the hopes of the Republic’s

founders. But then came the elections of 2014,

and the coming to power of a Prime Minister

who, in terms of his political style, is best

described as Indira Gandhi on steroids. For, as

his years as Chief Minister of Gujarat had

already demonstrated, Narendra Modi was even

more suspicious of institutional independence

than Mrs Gandhi; and even more determined to

crush it. Like her, he sought to tame and

intimidate the press; to set investigative agencies

on his political rivals and opponents; and to
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emasculate the judiciary. He cast his baleful

shadow even on institutions previously regarded

as immune from political interference, such as

the Army, the Reserve Bank of India, and the

Election Commission. He wished to control them

too. And, at least to some extent, he has

succeeded.

In his bid to impose his absolute authority on

his party, his government, and his nation,

Narendra Modi has had one key ally-his long-

time associate from Gujarat, Amit Shah. First

as Party President and now as Home Minister,

Shah has played an indispensable and devilishly

effective role in neutering democratic opposition

outside the government. And in bending to the

Prime Minister and the ruling party’s will,

autonomous institutions within the government

itself.

It was after observing the Modi-Shah

jugalbandhi in operation at the centre for a

year-and-a-half that, in December 2015, I had

characterized India as an ‘election-only

democracy’. Alas, it is time to revise that

judgement, and to downgrade our democracy

further still. We have now arrived at a stage in

our history as an independent nation when even

elections are coming to matter less and less.

Earlier this week, there were tax raids

ordered by the central government on close

aides of the Chief Minister of Rajasthan, Ashok

Gehlot. These were timed to coincide with the

courting by the BJP of his disgruntled deputy,

Sachin Pilot, in an attempt to topple the Congress

government in the state. That bid appers to have

temporarily failed; but that, in the middle of a

pandemic, the attempt was made in the first

place shows the contempt in which the Modi-

Shah regime hold the values and procedures of

constitutional democracy.

The happenings in Rajasthan are merely a

replay of what happened in Madhya Pradesh in

March, and what happened in Karnataka last

year. In each of these states, after elections

were held, a government that was not led by

the BJP came to power-a Congress government

in Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan, and a JD(S)-

Congress coalition government in Karnataka.

Seeking to overturn the verdict of the voters, in

each state, the BJP sought to induce legislators

of the parties in power to defect or resign their

seats, so that their party could come to form

the government instead.

In Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, and now

Rajasthan, the BJP has sought, by wholly immoral

and undemocratic means, to change the result of

an election that went against it. But the dirty tricks

of the ruling party in this regard are by no means

restricted to these three states. In Goa and

Manipur, it was not love of Narendra Modi or

devotion to Hindutva that encouraged MLAs

who were independents or from smaller parties

to hitch their wagon to the BJP-it was something

more material, more fungible. Likewise, the

rash of Congress MLAs resigning before a

Rajya Sabha election in Gujarat (and some

other states) is not entirely unconnected to the

deep pockets of the ruling party.

Estimates of how much money was offered

to these legislators to defect vary. The Rajasthan

Chief Minister, Ashok Gehlot, has claimed that

Congress MLAs are being offered ¹  25 crores

each to join the BJP. Journalists I have spoken

to think that these estimates are broadly

accurate. One presumes that the figures for

Madhya Pradesh and Karnataka are

comparable. The sums of money changing hands

are staggering indeed. Where does it all come

from? From the dodgy electoral bonds that the

Supreme Court has regrettably failed to

examine? Or from even shadier sources?

These transactions raise a more fundamental

question still-if legislators can be bought and sold

at any time, what is the purpose of holding

elections in the first place? Does not this nullify

entirely the democratic will of the millions of

Indians who voted in the Assembly elections in

these states? If the money power of the BJP

can so effectively override the outcome of
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a supposedly free and fair election, can India

even call itself an ‘election-only’ democracy?

I have spoken of Narendra Modi as being

Indira Gandhi on steroids. By this I mean that

he is both more subtle as well as more ruthless.

Indira used, as it were, a blunt khurpi to

undermine institutions; Modi uses a sharp sword.

She had second thoughts about some of her

actions, the Emergency notably, whereas

remorse and guilt are absolutely foreign to his

nature. Besides, for all her other faults, Indira

had a deep commitment to religious pluralism.

On the other hand, Modi is authoritarian as well

as majoritarian.

The institutions and ethos of Indian

democracy were badly damaged by Indira

Gandhi’s years in power. They eventually

recovered, slowly and haltingly. Even if it fell

short of the ideals of our Constitution-makers,

the India of (roughly) 1989 to 2014 was still

recognizably a democracy, albeit a flawed and

imperfect one. Whether the institutions and

ethos of Indian democracy can ever recover

from Narendra Modi’s years in power is an open

question.

(Ramachandra Guha is a historian based

in Bengaluru. His books include

‘Environmentalism: A Global History’ and

‘Gandhi: The Years that Changed the

World’.)
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making online classes nearly impossible, and “the 2G facility made the classes a charade,

since online group sessions require 4G and even downloading assignments or papers is extremely

difficult without 4G.” Furthermore, school children in Jammu and Kashmir could only access

online classes in 27.62 percent of households (compared to the national average of 41 percent).  

The insecurity and disruption of normal life has severely impacted mental health, particularly

for students. Even before the lockdown, conflict had adversely impacted mental health in the

region; a 2016 Doctors Without Borders study found that nearly one in five Kashmiris

experienced symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder. A November 2019 report from the

People’s Union for Civil Liberties (PUCL) found that the lockdown lowered access to mental

healthcare, while harming children’s development. “There is no school, no routine or structure,

no healthy recreation, and no sense of safety or predictability, which are essential for normal

growth and emotional development.”  Notably, the PUCL’s report also found a “marked increase

in psychological distress in 70% (as estimated through a recent survey) of the population.” Due

to the pandemic and lack of internet access, mental healthcare access has further fallen—at a

time when it is desperately needed. The FHRJK’s report emphasizes that these “restrictions on

mobile telephony and internet connectivity have enormously impacted public health, and caused

trauma and stress” to the public. 

Moving forward, the FHRJK rightly urges India to “balance security consideration with

public interest, giving utmost consideration to humanitarian concerns.” More specifically,

allegations of human rights abuse must be investigated, political detainees released, and statutory

oversight bodies reinstated. 4G internet access must be restored, furthering access to education

and healthcare. Peace and security cannot be achieved through oppression—the government

must respect citizens’ constitutional and human rights.

(Alexa is a graduate of Wesleyan University, with a Bachelor of Arts in Government

(Comparative Politics) and English. She is passionate about issues concerning democracy,

as well as immigrant and refugee rights.)

“Across-The-Board Violation of Human...
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Stop the Witch Hunt and Persecution of
Conscientious Dissenters : PUCL

The People’s Union for Civil Liberties

(PUCL) expresses its outrage and

condemnation at the recent arrest of renowned

linguist, Dr Hany Babu M. T., faculty member

in Delhi University, by the National Investigation

Agency (NIA). It shows once again the Indian

State’s desperate and diabolic endevour to

continuously silence intellectuals and criminalise

those questioning its actions and holding different

views, by resorting to fabricated prosecutions

using the UAPA, which is one of the most

undemocratic laws in the statute books, where

bail is denied. He is the 12th intellectual arrested

in the Bhima Koregaon case.

Dr Babu is a highly respected member of

the Department of English, Delhi University, and

is well-known as a scholar, teacher and a social

activist. He is the author of several significant

publications, including ‘Breaking the

Chaturvarna System of Languages’ and

‘Unequal Rights: Freedom, Equality, Life and

Liberty of Citizens and “Others”’. Besides this,

Dr Babu was also known for his commitment

to the Ambedkarite cause of anti-caste struggle

and social justice. He is also widely respected

by his students as one of the most democratic

and friendly teachers, who always went out of

the way to help them. Dr. Babu has been under

investigation by the NIA since September, 2019,

for his alleged connections with the Bhima

Koregaon-Elgar Parishad case. On the morning

of September 10, 2019, Dr. Babu’s house was

raided by a contingent of Pune Police,

accompanied by the UP police. They seized all

electronic devices, laptops, pen drives, mobile

phones, etc., and even the documents related

to his everyday teaching, such as student

assignments, timetables, etc., Furthermore, they

locked him out of his email and other internet

facilities.

The fact that the raid was conducted in 2019,

coercively, with no search warrant, was only

one among several fundamental violations of Dr

Babu’s civil and legal rights by these law

enforcement agencies. It is known, for instance,

that no proper inventory or hash value of the

seized items was provided to Dr. Babu. The

confiscated devices were thus clearly vulnerable

to being tampered with. The hash value of the

devices in particular is crucial, as it gives the

time of the activities undertaken on the device.

Any activity undertaken after seizure would thus

become explicitly clear. But the police have

consistently refused to provide these crucial

details. Clearly, this is to facilitate the planting

of fabricated evidence – a practice that is now

becoming a familiar pattern with these agencies.

Based on the “findings” from his devices,

the NIA summoned Dr. Hany Babu to Mumbai

to take his statement as a witness in the Bhima

Koregaon-Elgar Parishad case. Given the

COVID pandemic, Dr. Babu sought permission

to do so via video conferencing, but this was

summarily denied. Though Dr. Babu has

repeatedly maintained that he has no connection

to the same, in the spirit of cooperation, on 24th

July, 2020, notwithstanding the dangers of

COVID-19, he travelled to Mumbai. As Dr.

Babu informed his family subsequently, when

the interrogation began, it became clear that the

summons had been simply a means to bully and

intimidate him into providing false statements

against other activists, as well as admit to his

own alleged complicity in the case. After five

days of this relentless attempt at coercion proved

unproductive, the NIA has evidently acted in

sheer spite, and charged him with being a “co-

conspirator” in the Bhima Koregaon-Elgar

NEW DELHI : 4 August 2020
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Parishad case, and arrested him on 29th July,

2020. In the light of this rather vengeful action,

the fact that the NIA is now seeking permission

to keep him for some more time, for “custodial

interrogation”, does not bode well for Dr. Babu,

and is a matter of serious concern, as well as

blatant violation of his civil liberties. PUCL

expresses its deepest concern at the grant of

police custody of Dr. Hany Babu.

The PUCL is also shocked at the raid on

3rd August, 2020 at the house shared with his

wife Dr. Jenny Rowena, who is an Associate

Professor at the Miranda House College in

Delhi. It is reported that the police took away,

two pen drives, the hard disk and some old

letters and files, all which had been left behind

by them in the earlier raid. Though conducted

under cover of a warrant the attempt seems

to evoke fear and harassment to the family

and also to plant materials to somehow

implicate Dr. Hany Babu, as there is no

prosecutable case against him.

The arrest of Hany Babu under sections 153,

505(1)(b), 117 and 34 of IPC and sections

13,16,18,18B,20 and 39 of UAPA, is yet another

instance of how the Indian state, with increasing

impunity, is relentlessly violating the rights and

liberties of its citizens. It is important to note

that the maintenance of law requires that all

citizens be treated equally under the law.

However, this dictum has been compromised

as is a well-known fact that some of the early

arrestees in this case, who belong to the

Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) or its

allied organisations, including Sambhaji Bhide

(of the Shiva Pratishthan Hindustan) who was

never arrested and Milind Ekbote, (of the Hindu

Ekta Manch, Dharmaveer Sambhaji Maharaj

Pratishthan and Samasta Hindu Aghadi (SHA)),

was granted bail almost immediately, and are

now roaming free, despite clear prima facie

evidence of their involvement in the violence. It

increasingly appears that the state is acting in

concert with several communal, casteist and

violent non-state forces to repress any voice of

social concern, or dissent against its policies,

especially those that are concerned with social

justice and equality.

The PUCL reiterates its outrage and

condemnation of the arrest of Dr Babu, and the

raid that happened today, 2nd August, 2020. The

PUCL demands

1. The immediate and unconditional release

of Prof. Hany Babu, as well as the release of

all other such prisoners who have been arrested

in the name of the conspiracy of the Bhima

Koregaon case.

2. The immediate withdrawal of all pending

cases against social activists on the grounds of

alleged links to Naxals and Maoists.

3. The immediate repeal of draconian laws

like the UAPA.

Worldwide readership of “‘Selections from ‘The Radical Humanist’” at
www.academia.com.

423 cities (164 from India, 259 from foreign countries) till 18 August 2020.

Comments from academia.com:
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Congratulations on your 925th Mention! The name “Radical Humanist” was mentioned in

3 PDFs recently found by Academia: till 5.7.20

Selections from The radical Humanist Vol. II was your top paper last week: 1911 views till

18 August 2020
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The Encounter Killing of Vikas Dubey
Media Stoops to a New Low: Vikash Dubey Encounter Is Portrayed as “Instant Justice”

Abhay Kumar

While covering the encounter of the gangster

Vikas Dubey by Uttar Pradesh (UP) police, the

mainstream Indian media – particularly Hindi

newspapers – appears to have condoned the

extra-judicial killing. They have again failed to

act as a defender of civil rights.

The diseased, Dubey’s, criminal life spanned

30 years. He has been accused of 62 criminal

cases. The criminal charges against him include

five cases of murder and eight cases of attempt

to murder (8). Earlier, he has also been booked

under the draconian UP Gangsters’ Act, Goonda

Act, and the National Security Act. In 2001, he

was accused of killing a state minister within a

police station. A few days back he was arrested

by Ujjain police (Madhya Pradesh) for killing

eight policemen. Eventually, he was being

brought to Kanpur by the U.P. police. Dubey

was killed in a police encounter on the early

Friday morning on his way from Ujjain to

Kanpur.

The encounter of Vikash Dubey became the

front-page story in most of the newspapers.

Some newspapers wrote editorial on this

incident. For example, Hindi daily Haribhoomi

calls the encounter as “justice” given “on the

spot”. Its front-page headline (New Delhi, July

11) reads “Justice onspot”.

Similarly, Dainik Bhaskar (New Delhi, July

11) portrays the encounter as “justice”

(Encounter wala insaf). Another Hindi daily

Rashtriya Sahara, too, appears to have upheld

extra-judicial killing by the police. In its front-

page headline, the Hindi daily writes “The end

of Vikash Dubey comes instantly” (Vikash

Dubey ka ant…turant). Dainik Jagran

(National July 11) expresses the same spirit in

its front-page headline: “Gangster Vikash Dubey

killed in an encounter” (Muthbhed men

gangster Vikas Debey ka kam tamam).

Can an encounter by the police, in any

condition, be justified in a democracy? Who will

deny that the job of the police is to investigate

and produce an accused before a court? In a

landmark judgment in 2012, the Supreme Court

warned against the practice of encounter: “It is

not the duty of the police officers to kill the

accused merely because he is a dreaded

criminal. Undoubtedly, the police have to arrest

the accused and put them up for trial. This Court

has repeatedly admonished trigger happy police

personnel, who liquidate criminals and project

the incident as an encounter. Such killings must

be deprecated. They are not recognised as legal

by our criminal justice administration system.

They amount to State sponsored terrorism.”

Contrary to this, Hindi dailies seem to have

condoned the encounters. They appear to have

justified the extra-judicial killing. They seem to

have favoured bypassing proper legal

procedures, upholding “instant justice”. It is

unfortunate for a democracy that a considerable

section of media does not seem agitated against

the practice of meting out justice as a kangaroo

court does. Sadly, the above-mentioned

newspapers do not make much effort to go

beyond the police version. They have presented

the chronology of events in such a way to make

the readers believe that the police had no option

but to kill the “gangster”.

For example, the narrative, peddled by

Dainik Jagran (National), seems to be based

on the notes taken from the police. As the

newspaper writes, Vikash Dubey, accused of

killing eight policemen, was being brought from

Ujjain to Kanpur by the police. When the police

vehicle overturned near Kanhaiya Lal Hospital

in Sachendi (Kanpur), the police jawans got
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unconscious for a while. Meanwhile, Vikash

Dubey snatched a pistol from a police inspector

and tied to run away. When the police started

chasing him, he fired at policemen. In retaliation,

the police forces and members of the Anti-

Terrorism Squad (ATS) killed him. Two jawans

of the ATS also sustained injuries.

Such a narrative raises more questions than

it answers. For example, when the police vehicle

overturned, how could all the police jawans fell

unconscious but Vikash Dubey did not? Was

the security arrangement by the U.P. police

appropriate, given the “dreaded criminal history”

of Dubey? Is there any political pressure to

silence him forever that outweighed the

considerations of justice?

Instead of raising such questions, the tone

of editorials, penned by several Hindi

newspapers, has sounded apologist for the

encounter. Rashtriya Sahara’s editorial (July

11) seems to be scolding those who have spoken

against encounters. “But those who have

condemned the role of the police and spoken

loudly in favour of the judicial system, should

know this fact that the accused of sixty serious

cases has been enjoying impunity with the help

of the same judicial system”. Rashtriya Sahara

forgets to note that the police system is part of

the judicial system.

The editorial of Dainik Jagran (National,

July 11) says the same thing but says it indirectly.

To justify the police action, the newspaper

spends considerable energy on showing the

loopholes of the judicial system. It argues that

the judicial system of the country has been

unable to punish the “dreaded” criminals. It even

justifies the December 2019 Hyderabad police

encounter of the alleged rapists. By such an

act, it prepares the ground for the justification

of the encounter. In our judicial system, the

editorial argues, the pronouncement of

sentences to criminals as well as the execution

of the punishment is delayed.

Even if the editorial is justified in highlighting

the limitation of the judiciary, it cannot be a

ground for encounters. The primary job of the

police, undoubtedly, is investigation. The police

should collect evidence and put it before the

court to decide. The Indian Constitution,

similarly, talks about the separation of power. It

opposes one authority encroaching upon the

rights of other institutions. The principles of

democracy are the rule of law and checks and

balances.

However, the editorial of Haribhoomi does

raise a few questions about the encounter. It is

hopeful that the National Human Rights

Commission (NHRC) would take “serious

action” since the matter has been brought to its

notice. Haribhoomi’s editorial says that even

“anti-national” Ajmal Kasab and Afzal Guru

were brought before the court. Punjab Kesari

(July 11), in its editorial, has hinted at the political

angle of the encounter with the following words:

“With Vikas Dubey encounter by the police,

several secrets (rahasya) got buried too”.

The editorial of The Indian Express (July

11) is vocal against the practice of encounter. It

has criticized Yogi Adityanath Government too:

“There is, also, a thriving “encounter culture”

and police impunity in UP. It is sanctioned by

the ruling regime and shored up by the apparent

lack of popular outrage at extra-judicial killings,

if not outright popular support for such summary

executions, and impatience with fundamental

principles of criminal justice. Indeed, in a country

governed by the rule of law, the UP Police has

much to explain. But if it resists and refuses —

as police forces in these situations do — the

court must step in”.

Urdu dailies, unlike most of Hindi dailies, raise

several questions about the encounter. Inquilab

(Mumbai, July 11), in its lead story, says “After

dramatic arrest, suspicious encounter, several

questions raised, inquiry demanded”. Siasat

(Hyderabad, July 11), has the following headline:

“The dramatic killing of the gangsters in UP,

Vikash Dubey falls a new prey to ‘encounter’
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state” (“‘Encounter state’ men Vikas Dubey

naya shikar, U.P. men gangster ki dramai

halakat”).

Note that several cases of encounters by

the UP police have been reported in the recent

past. According to a report of The Indian

Express, “Dubey is the 119th accused to have

been killed in what police called cross-firing

since the Yogi Adityanath government took

charge in March 2017”. Another story in The

Wire claims that “in the last ten months, UP

police has conducted four police encounters per

day”. This all points to the prevalence of gross

violation of the human rights in UP.

It is disappointing that several Hindi dailies,

while reporting the encounter, have not pressed

the demand for the police reforms (police

sudhar). However, two retired senior police

officers, writing opinion pieces, have expressed

serious concerns over the criminalization of the

politics and politicization of the police.

Writing a piece in Amar Ujala (New Delhi,

July 11) titled “Crime, politics, and police”

(Apradh, rajneeti aur police), Prakash Singh,

former DGP, argues that the police should be

kept immune from the political pressure. He rues

that the erring officers, particularly those placed

at higher level, go scot-free. He also tries to

link the encounter with the problem of

criminalization of politics. He cites the example

of U.P. assembly (2017), saying that 36% of

total MLAs has been charged with criminal

cases. “If a large number of politicians with

criminal backgrounds would enter the assembly,

how will then the organized criminal gangs be

checked?”, the former DIG Prakash Singh has

asked.

Julio Ribeiro, former DGP of Gujarat and

Punjab, has stressed the issue of “politicization

of the police force” in his opinion piece in The

Indian Express (July 11). In his article, he

contends that the process of “political meddling”

and “patronage afforded to corrupt officials”

began in the 1980s. In this way, he tries to show

a contrast between the period before the 1980s

and after the 1980s. Showing a link between

Friday’s encounter and the regime of Yogi

Adityanath, Julio Ribeiro says that UP chief

minister Yogi Adityanath “openly boasted of

controlling crime by the encounter method”. In

the end, Ribeiro concludes that by resorting to

“shortcut”, such as encounter”, the UP chief

minister is “ensuring the rise of enterprising

policemen, who have become law breakers

instead of law keepers”.

While Prakash Singh and Julio Ribeiro are

correct to raise the issue of criminalization of

politics and politicization of the police, the issue

of police reforms cannot bypass the question of

lack of diversity in the police department. The

Indian police came into existence with the Police

Act, 1861 during the British colonial rule. Before

the Independence the Muslim representations

in UP was not as bad as it is seen today. For

example, the shares of Muslims in the police

department were 50% cent (1921), 48%

(1935-36), and 40% (1947). Unfortunately, the

discriminatory policies of “secular” governments

in post-Independence made Muslim

representation in police fall drastically. The latest

figure (2012) suggests that Muslim

representation in the police is a mere 6.5%, half

of their population. Similarly, the representation

of Other Backward Classes (OBCs) in the

police at an-all India level is also inadequate,

i.e. 16.5%, while their population is 27%. The

proper representation of Muslims, as well as

other deprived communities, would make the

police department more inclusive and less

prejudiced against the weaker sections.

(Courtesy: Countercurrents.org)

(Abhay Kumar is a Ph.D. from JNU.

Earlier, he held a Post-Graduate Diploma

in English Journalism from Indian Institute

of Mass Communication, New Delhi and

worked as a Delhi-based reporter with The

Indian Express.)

Courtesy Janata Weekly, 12 July 2020.
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Zero conviction for custodial torture, death:

Why aren’t men in uniform ever punished?

A CPI-M protest against custodial death of father-son duo

Sanjeev Sirohi*

The death of father Jayaraj and son Benicks

allegedly due to custodial torture in a police

station near Thoothukudi at Kovilpatti subjail in

Tuticorin in Tamil Nadu has raised serious

questions on the conduct of the police, even

when it has shocked the entire nation. They were

arrested for a seemingly trivial reason of

violating lockdown norms in Sattankulam town

in Tamil Nadu. At the Kovilpatti subjail when a

medical check-up was done on the father and

the son, serious injuries came to light.

Shockingly, despite serious injuries, the duo in

an extremely bad condition were sent to jail

instead of hospital. Their condition further

deteriorated. Then they were sent very late to

Kovilpatti general hospital, where son Bennicks

died on June 22 and his father Jayaraj died on

June 23. There can be no blank cheque ever for

custodial torture and custodial deaths.

A PIL has been filed in the Supreme Court,

People’s Charioteer Organization & Another Vs

Union Of India & Others, seeking elaborate

guidelines from the top court to ensure

prevention of custodial torture. Filed by the

People’s Charioteer Organization (PCO) through

its secretary, Legal Cell, Devesh Saxena, it

laments, “We failed to eliminate the colonial

attitude of our police”. This is mainly because

they are rarely ever held accountable and rarely

punished. The petition has been drawn by

another advocate – Shashwat Anand.

The petition states:

“The murderous police assault, unending

beatings and brutal torture which caused the

death of two innocent traders, a father and a

son, Jayaraj, aged 62 years and Bennix, aged
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32 years, at Sathankulam Police Station, near

Thoothukudi in Tamil Nadu, has brought the issue

of custodial deaths to the limelight and it is an

acute demonstration of a broken criminal justice

system and failure to effectively uphold legal

protection against police abuse. Accusations

have been made against the police officers

involved in two FIRs filed on June 24, 2020, and

thereafter news coverage regarding the incident

gained traction.

"Due to huge outcry, four policemen, two

subinspectors and two constables working at the

Sathankulam Police Station were suspended, and

the inspector in-charge was transferred.”

It continues:

“This incident, inter alia, has traumatized all

those who respect the rule of law and personal

liberty in the country and it underlines afresh

the urgent need for institutional correctives within

the policing system in this country and the acute

need for India to enact a strong law to prohibit

and prosecute cases of torture and custodial

deaths, in fulfillment of its legal obligations, both

national and international, to guarantee

protection to right to life.”

It is baffling that there is no strong law that

prohibits custodial torture and custodial deaths

or prescribes strong punishment for those men

in uniform who dare to indulge in custodial torture

and custodial deaths. This does not mean that

no law can ever be made now.

Why should custodial torture and custodial

death not be prohibited, prosecuted and punished

most severely? Why shouldn't there be zero

tolerance for custodial torture and custodial

deaths? Why do we see that there is zero

conviction rate for custodial deaths and

considerable delay in proceedings as we see in

the annual report of 2017-18 of the National

Human Rights Commission (NHRC) which

received 148 intimations of death in police

custody and 1,636 intimations concerning deaths

in judicial custody? Why should men in uniform

not be held accountable and punished?

When no law can ever under any

circumstances sanction custodial torture, why

are police given a blank cheque for custodial

torture? Why are they not promptly arrested,

held accountable and punished most severely

so that no one can ever take law for granted?

Why a criminal act perpetrated by a men in

uniform not be sent behind bars and why those

in uniform perpetrating custodial deaths be not

sent to the gallows?

Why men in uniform forget that uniform does

not give them the unfettered right to indulge in

mercilessly beating someone, then further

torturing them and then not allowing them to be

sent to hospital in time which ultimately ensures

that they die while in custody?

It would be instructive for the police to read

landmark judgments delivered by the Supreme

Court pertaining to this key issue. While

explaining the reason behind the poor rate of

conviction, it is pointed out in State of MP v

Shyamsunder Trivedi 1995 4 SCC 262:

“…Rarely in cases of police torture or

custodial death, direct ocular evidence of the

complicity of the police personnel would be

available. Generally speaking, it would be police

officials alone who can only explain the

circumstance in which a person in their custody

had died. Bound as they are by the ties of

brotherhood, it is not unknown that police

personnel prefer to remain silent and more often

than not pervert the truth to save their

colleagues.”

Why can’t the detailed guidelines that were

laid down by the Supreme Court in Joginder

Singh v State of UP (1994) 4 SCC 260 and also

in D.K. Basu v. State of West Bengal (1997)

1 SCC 416 be implemented in totality? One

cannot be oblivious to what Justice AS Anand

had famously stated in DK Basu’s case:

“Custodial torture is a naked violation of

human dignity and degradation which destroys,

to a large extent, the individual personality. It is

a calculated assault on human dignity and
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whenever human dignity is wounded, civilization

takes a step backward – flag of humanity must

on each such occasion fly half-mast...

“Custodial death is one of the worst crimes in

a civilized society governed by Rule of Law.

Does a citizen shed off his fundamental right to

life, the moment a policeman arrests him? Can

the right to life of a citizen be put in abeyance

on his arrest? The answer, indeed, has to be an

emphatic No.”

It is unfortunate that till 2005 when

amendments were carried out there were no

provisions to deal with death, disappearance

and rape in police custody. What is more

unfortunate is, even after Section 176(1A) of

the Code of Criminal Procedure which was

inserted after the amendment of 2005, the

compliance with this mandatory provision

which stipulates that “in such cases, the Judicial

Magistrate or the Metropolitan Magistrate,

within whose local jurisdiction the offence has

been committed shall hold an inquiry in addition

to the inquiry or investigation held by the

police”, is rare.

There is nothing that cannot be done provided

there is adequate political will. Custodial torture

undermines the rule of law and erodes the

people’s faith in the system

Also, the landmark directions issued by the

Supreme Court on police reforms in Prakash

Singh v Union of India 2006 8 SCC 1 must be

implemented. The governments should

implement the police reforms by separating the

investigating wing from the law and order branch.

It also directed to establish a complaints

authority to look into the human rights violations

including custodial deaths and abuse of authority

by the police.

In the Prakash Kadam v Ramprasad

Vishwanath Gupta 2011 6 SCC 189, the

Supreme Court has observed:

“Policemen are persons who are supposed to

uphold the law. In our opinion, if crimes are

committed by ordinary people, ordinary

punishment should be given, but if the offence

is committed by policemen, much harsher

punishment should be given to them because

they do an act totally contrary to their duties.”

The Apex Court lamented in Re Inhuman

Conditions in 1382 Prisons v. State of Assam

AIR 2016 SC 993:

“There are several such cases – documented

and undocumented – all over the country but in

spite of repeated decisions delivered by this

Court and perhaps every High Court there seems

to be no let-up in custodial deaths. This is not a

sad but a tragic state of affairs indicating the

apparent disdain of the State to the life and liberty

of individuals, particularly those in custody. The

time to remedy the situation is long past, and

yet, there seems to be no will and therefore no

solution in sight.”

Why can’t police be freed from political

interference and political control? Why can’t

police recruitment be made more strict and why

can’t their service conditions be made further

more strict? Why can’t the Supreme Court

directives on police reforms in Prakash Singh

case of 2006 be strictly implemented?

Why can’t police be made to follow the

instructions given in the landmark DK Basu’s

case while arresting a person? All officials must

carry name tags and full identification, arrest

memo must be prepared, containing all details

regarding time and place of arrest, attested by

one family member or respectable member of

the locality.

The location of arrest must be intimated to

one family or next friend, details notified to the

nearest legal aid organization and arrestee must

be made known, all such compliances must be

recorded in the police register. Why can’t the

archaic and colonial the Police Act, 1861 be

amended to meet the present circumstances?

Why can’t the landmark recommendations of

the Law Commission of India in its 152nd and

273rd report be implemented?

( To be Contd....on Page - 33 )
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UP Police Affidavit on Vikas Dubey Encounter Puts

Supreme Court Between Rock and Hard Place
If the bench refuses to accept this shoddy story, the DGP runs the risks of being

jailed for perjury. But if the court fails to pick apart the police account,

the Indian legal system will become a laughing stock around the world.

Policemen return to the scene of the crime. As part of the official ‘investigation’ into the encounter

in which gangster Vikas Dubey was shot dead on July 10, the police recreated the encounter.

Photo: Reuters

New Delhi: In an interview to The Wire,

Justice Deepak Gupta – who retired as a judge

of the Supreme Court in May this year – had

this to say about the killing of the gangster Vikas

Dubey by the Uttar Pradesh police: “indications

are that this was not an encounter, he did not

run away, he was killed… But police made up

such a shoddy story, it seems they don’t even

give a damn whether people think that we killed

him or not.”

The “shoddy story” Justice Gupta was

referring to was the sequence of events the

police fed to the media: that the vehicle in which

Dubey was travelling overturned when its driver

swerved to avoid a herd of cattle crossing the

road and that the gangster was able to snatch

the revolver of one of the policemen in the

vehicle with him and escape. The police chased

him and in the

ensuing shootout,

Dubey was

fatally injured

and brought dead

to a Kanpur

hospital.

The UP police

has now

repeated this

same story in the

form of an

affidavit signed by DGP H.C. Awasthy,

submitted in response to a PIL alleging the

encounter in which Dubey was killed was fake.

In submitting an affidavit in the name of the

DGP, the Adityanath government has raised the

stakes for all concerned: If the bench refuses

Siddharth Varadarajan
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to accept the police’s “shoddy story”, the senior

officer runs the risks of being jailed for perjury.

But if the apex court goes along with the police

version, it will become a laughing stock around

the world for accepting such outlandish fiction.

What makes this fiction even more

improbable is the fact that Dubey’s custodial

killing was widely anticipated. This journalist,

like many others, tweeted his apprehension on

the day of Dubey’s surrender in Ujjain and a

PIL was filed in the Supreme Court that day

expressing precisely this fear. For all of those

who successfully predicted Dubey’s killing at

the hands of the police, DGP Awasthy’s affidavit

makes a sweeping indictment: “This seems to

be arising more from [the] fertile imagination

of advisors and defenders of criminals than

reality.”

•    •    •    •     •    •    •

The UP police affidavit attempts to offer an

explanation for three suspicious events. The first

pertains to its controversial demolition of

Dubey’s house in Bikru, Kanpur. The second,

why such a notorious, “wanted” gangster was

not in jail despite the police knowing where he

lived. And third, the encounter on July 10 in

which Dubey was finally killed.

We shall examine each of these three issues

in the sequence in which the police affidavit

addresses them.

I. Demolition of Dubey’s house

In his interview to The Wire, Justice Deepak

Gupta noted: “There is no procedure prescribed

for destroying the house…You are destroying

evidence! There would have been evidence in

that house, something would have come out

from that. And why it was done? I mean there is

a lot of conjecture going around – was it done

to protect other people? Was it done to protect

the truth from coming out?”

The UP DGP says in his affidavit that the

police received information about deadly

weapons being kept in hollow chambers made

inside the roof and ceiling of Dubey’s house.

While in the process of  “excavating weapons

and explosives from the hollow walls of the

house, the load bearing capacity of the walls

reduced” and parts of building then collapsed, it

said. Whereupon the police recovered “weapons

like AK-47, bombs etc”.

Quite apart from the fact that the police,

which demolished Dubey’s house in front of

media cameras, made no announcement of

weapon recoveries on the day, the claim that

there were AK-47 rifles, bombs and explosive

substances plastered in the walls and floors of

the house does not stand the test of either logic

or science.Why would a gangster conceal

weapons? Obviously, in order to keep them

ready for use in an emergency. But emergency

use means they should actually be accessible in

a hurry. If Dubey and his gang had indeed stored

weapons in the hollow of walls and floors, they

would have been obliged to break open the

cement/concrete walls and floors to take them

out, just as the police eventually did. This would

take time, thereby defeating the very purpose

of keeping them there.

The police affidavit says that in the process

of excavation, “the load bearing walls became

weak” and hence the building collapsed. Didn’t

the police realise that the same thing would have

happened had Dubey himself tried to retrieve

the weapons in an emergency? In other words,

the police are trying to tell the court that a

criminal had concealed weapons in his house in

such a manner that in retrieving them, his house

would have collapsed. And they expect the court

to believe this.

Second, it is elementary knowledge that

metallic objects which are plastered in cement/

concrete structures, rust very fast. In fact, even

the TMT steel bars used in concrete tend to

rust. Weapons kept that way would quickly

deteriorate to such an extent that they would

become unusable. It does not make sense to

keep them that way. The affidavit also speaks

of mud having been used. But mud would make
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the weapons deteriorate even faster.

Obviously, the UP police has no idea of how

weapons are stored. Storing weapons is a

science in itself. They need to be freed of rust,

kept in pits, and oiled frequently for proper

storage.

It makes no sense for Dubey to have

adopted such an outrageous method of storing

weapons as the police claim. Indeed, a whole

lot of simpler techniques for proper weapons

storage are available in the public domain.

The claim made in the police affidavit is even

more outrageous with respect to the so-called

bombs and explosives recovered. Even military

grade explosives made in proper factories

degrade with time, become unstable and are

extremely dangerous to use. That is why they

have a given shelf life, after which they must

be destroyed.

Criminals use improvised explosives, which

are unstable even in the best of conditions –

and criminals know this well. Keeping bombs

and explosives buried would make them

extremely dangerous.

II. Was Dubey a wanted man, or on

parole?

In one place, the police affidavit says Vikas

Dubey “was facing 64 cases, was serving a life

sentence in one of the case [sic] and was out

on parole”. Later, in trying to answer why the

name of such a notorious gangster was not there

in the list of 25 most wanted criminals, the

affidavit says he “was in the list of wanted

criminals in Kanpur Nagar and he was carrying

a reward of Rs 5 lakhs… He was a history

sheeter… He was under continuous

surveillance”. [emphasis added]

Curiously, the affidavit does not say when

Dubey was granted parole and when this was

due to end. The Supreme Court on Monday said

the fact that such a notorious gangster was “out

on bail” showed the “failure of the institution”.

However, what is truly astonishing is that the

UP DGP cannot get his story straight on a

relatively inconsequential matter even though

he is on oath: Being “on parole” and “under

continuous surveillance” means Vikas Dubey’s

whereabouts were at all times known to the

police. But his being on a list of wanted criminals

and carrying a cash reward of Rs 5 lakh means

Dubey’s whereabouts were not known to the

police. So which was it? Or could it be that this

politically influential gangster was, in reality,

neither wanted nor under police watch prior to

the disastrous shootout of July 2 in which eight

policemen were killed?

In any case, the parole claim hardly does

the UP police any credit. The police could not

be so careless as to not keep watch over a

dangerous criminal of Dubey’s notoriety when

he is on parole. This is unprofessional at best

and ridiculous at worst. If this criminal was so

important to the police, they should have

arranged a round-the-clock watch on him and

his movements. Since this was not done, it is

likely that the story of Dubey trying to jump

parole is a post facto concoction which – like

the “recovery” of arms from the walls of his

house – is meant to cover up the real

circumstances leading up to the July 2 massacre.

III. From surrender to shootout

After providing a detailed and irrelevant

description of the July 2 shootout, the UP DGP’s

affidavit provides the following account of the

circumstances in which in which the UP police

shot and killed Vikas Dubey:

“On July 10 at about 6.35 am early morning,

when the convoy reached Sachendi… heavy

rainfall started at Barajir Toll Plaza. After getting

down elevated road, the Bharat CNG petrol

pump was crossed, in front of Kanhaiya Lal

hospital, a herd of cattle suddenly came running

on the road from the right side. The vehicle was

moving fast when the driver of the vehicle tried

to swerve the vehicle to the left the SUV hit a

divider at high speed and vehicle got overturned.
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All the four police persons in the police

vehicle got seriously injured and lost

consciousness . Accused Vikas Dubey

snatched the pistol from Inspector Rama Kant

Pichauri and escaped from the backdoor of

the police SUV. The vehicle of STF which was

coming from behind, reached the spot and

the Dy SP Shri TB Singh was told by one of

the injured policemen that the accused had

escaped with the pistol.

“The STF party led Dy SP Shri TB Singh

pursued the accused towards the kuchcha

roadside. Vikas Dubey started firing

indiscriminately towards the STF – he fired nine

rounds in all by which Singh was hit in the

chest but survived as he was wearing a bullet

proof jacket.” (emphasis added)

It also noted that two policemen suffered

bullet injuries – one was hit in the left arm, the

other in the left palm and left thigh. Four other

policemen – the ones in the overturned vehicle

– suffered minor injuries, including, in the case

of the officer whose revolver was taken while

he was unconscious, a “fracture of nasal

muscle”, whatever that is.

The account provided by the UP DGP on

oath to the Supreme Court prompts a number

of obvious questions.

A. The accident

1. The circumstances in which the vehicle

carrying Dubey overturned are simply incredible.

Footage of the scene makes it clear that the

field of view on both sides of the road is

absolutely clear, even in the rain, and is not

obscured by any crop like sugarcane which

could cloud the view. There is simply no scope

for any herd of cattle to surprise the driver,

certainly not at the speed herds of cattle

normally move at. If at all there were any cattle,

they would have been seen from hundreds of

meters away and corrective action taken.

Moreover, there are no hoof marks on the wet

ground.

2. The vehicle apparently swerved to the left

to avoid the herd coming from the right. The

highway had a taut wire fence on the side,

erected one foot away from the road on

elevated concrete paving. At 0’27’’ in the Times

Now video, one can see that the last section of

the taut wire fence before the spot where the

SUV is lying is damaged (the wire fence is no

longer strung tautly and slopes down, suggesting

wear and tear) but the elevated concrete paving

it is on is not damaged at all, even though the

police affidavit says a divider was hit “at high

speed”. In fact, one of the TV channels

interviewed local residents who noted this

curious fact. By a quirk of fate, the vehicle was

lying overturned at a spot where there was no

barrier on the side of the road because there

was a turnoff on to a mud track – conveniently

located for Dubey to run down and then be

followed and shot.

3. In any case, the car is lying practically

parallel to the road. A car, which had skidded,

hit a barrier and overturned, would at least lie

at an angle and have left skid marks, but there

were none. The affidavit covers this up by

saying “there were ample skid marks of the

vehicles all over the accident site” but is unable

to credibly make that claim for the vehicle in

question.

4. Since the media had noticed the fact that

the SUV which met with an ‘accident’ was not

the same as the vehicle Dubey was seen

travelling in, the affidavit claims, “Accused

Dubey was being transferred from vehicle to

vehicle to ensure security and alertness.” Yet,

despite this ‘security and alertness’, why was

no other police vehicle able to see the accident

or Dubey’s escape? It makes no sense for the

police to switch cars for reasons of security but

then allow the most crucial vehicle in the convoy

to get separated from the rest.

5. Journalists following the police convoy

were stopped from proceeding just before the

‘accident’ happened and were held back two
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kilometres away. The affidavit’s explanation for

this is hilarious: “No media vehicle was stopped

by UP Police. Media vehicle continuously

followed the police vehicle from Ujjain and did

live telecast. There was a traffic jam at the

check points.” But the journalists stopped have

said it was the police who prevented them from

proceeding.

6. For a vehicle involved in such a high speed

accident, the lack of damage is surprising. The

affidavit attempts to counter this fact by

appending photographs of the ‘damage’

sustained. However, every TV channel showed

the vehicle being dragged by a crane in its

overturned position. No attempt was made to

make it stand on its wheels even though it would

have made towing a whole lot easier. Clearly,

those drag marks are being passed off as the

damage the car sustained in the process of

overturning.

B. The getaway

7. The accident was serious enough to not

just injure the four policemen travelling with

Dube but render each and every one of them

unconscious. All four sustained injuries serious

enough to warrant mention in the affidavit. Yet

Dubey was unscathed. This is highly unlikely.

8. The claim that the four policemen became

fully unconscious is an improvement on the

earlier official version which merely said they

were injured and dazed. Has the claim that they

were unconscious been made to obviate

demands for an inquiry against the officer for

allowing Vikas Dubey to snatch his revolver?

9. If Dubey was in the middle seat of the

car, which was lying on its side, then he had the

additional obstacle of an unconscious policeman

lying on top of him to make his escape from the

vehicle more difficult. He knew his vehicle was

part of a convoy travelling at high speed and

that there were police vehicles coming from

behind, so he would have had at best a few

seconds to push aside the body of the cop

pressed against him in a confined space – no

easy matter, gravity being what it is – find and

unholster Pachauri’s service revolver amidst that

tangle of unconscious bodies, move to the rear

of the SUV, open the back door and flee. While

fleeing, he also made sure to close the door

properly, as is evident in all the photographs of

the ‘accident’ scene.

10. In news footage of the police taking Dubey

by road, the police vehicles can be seen travelling

convoy style with, at most, a gap of a hundred

metres between them and certainly well within

visual range. In other words, the police vehicles

ahead and behind were only a few seconds away.

Braking, skidding, and overturning takes some

time. There is no reason to believe that the

accident of the vehicle with the dreaded gangster

went unnoticed by others. Yet, if the police

affidavit is taken at face value, the policemen

in the vehicle carrying the head of the STF team,

T.B. Singh, which was behind Dubey’s vehicle,

did not see the accident or Dubey’s escape and

learned of it only when Singh got down to inspect

the overturned SUV, and was told by the injured

policemen (who were, by now, no longer

unconscious) what had happened.

The police vehicle from which Vikas Dubey

allegedly escaped is towed away while still on

its side. (Left). Photograph submitted to the

Supreme Court by DGP Awasthy as proof of

damage sustained by the vehicle in the

accident. Photo: Reply Affidavit in Anoop

Prakash Awasthi vs State of Uttar Pradesh

(WP (Crl) 178 of 2020.
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11. Though the affidavit does not say so, an

official STF press release makes the bizarre

claim that it was the policemen in the overturned

vehicle (who had supposedly been so badly

injured that they became unconscious) who

informed T.B. Singh that Dubey had run down

the kuccha road on the side. Given the manner

in which the vehicle had overturned – with the

windows on the left side now touching the road

–the policemen trapped inside would have

simply had no way of seeing where Dubey ran

off to.

12. Dubey’s ‘escape’ was possible only

because the gangster was not handcuffed. The

explanation offered by the DGP in his affidavit

is curious: “There were 15 police personnel and

3 vehicles to escort the accused directly to the

court on Kanpur. He had to be produced at

Kanpur within 24 hours before court which was

expiring at 10 am on July 10.” This is hardly a

credible explanation. Even if he was to be taken

directly to court, he could have been handcuffed

and the cuffs removed just before reaching the

court. As the National Human Rights

Commission’s ‘Manual on Human Rights for

Police Officers’ explains, the Supreme Court is

clear on this point: the police can indeed handcuff

someone “previously convicted of a crime, of

desperate character, likely to commit suicide,

or likely to attempt to escape.”

C. The shootout

13. A pistol generally has just 12 rounds.

There is no reason to believe that a gangster

fleeing for his life is such a great marksman

that he would believe the 12 bullets were enough

for him to immobilise a whole police party. What

could he possibly propose to do after his 12

bullets were exhausted? Since he seems to have

had all the time in the world to escape, why did

he not relieve the other unconscious policemen

of their weapons? Do the UP police mean to

tell the court that a hardened criminal who

literally lived by the gun for over two decades,

would be so stupid in the matter of combat as

to run away in the face of scores of armed men

with just 12 bullets? That too, when only a few

days before, he is believed to have killed as

many as eight policemen in a meticulous ambush

– planned with military precision, which left no

scope for the cops to fight.

14. Then there is the question of what all

other policemen were doing while he was

fleeing. In fact, for a man running in open fields

and firing at the police who were armed with

semi-automatic weapons, his body would have

been found riddled with a hundred bullets.

Instead he was hit with just four bullets, all of

them on the front of his body. The police say

that he was facing the police because he fired

at them. In effect, he was either running

backwards or running and stopping and then

turning to face them, a scenario that is quite

improbable.

15. Locals noticed the absence of any blood

at the spot where Dubey allegedly was shot.

The police vehicle from which Vikas Dubey

allegedly escaped can be seen lying on its left

side. Their view blocked, there is no way the

policemen inside could have seen in which

direction Vikas Dubey supposedly ran off and

thus alerted the officer who found them in that

state. Yet, this is what the UP Police special

task force said in an official press release.
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Footage of his barefoot body on a stretcher

shows no mud on his trousers even though he

supposedly ran into a field and mud track in the

rain.

16. The affidavit says two policemen were

injured by Dubey’s firing, one on his left fore-

arm and the other on his left palm and left thigh.

Three of the policemen injured in the incident

in which Vikas Dubey was shot and killed.

Photo: YouTube video screengrab

Both these injuries were from bullets that

supposedly grazed them. Curiously, a

photograph of the policeman supposedly injured

on his palm and thigh only shows him with a

bandage only around his palm. There is no tear

or blood visible anywhere near his thigh area.

17. On the day of the encounter, the police

did not say anything about one of their officers,

T.B. Singh, getting hit directly by a bullet. The

STF press release also makes no mention of

this. In the affidavit, however, it is stated that

one of Dubey’s bullets hit him in the chest but

that he was saved because he was wearing a

bullet proof jacket. Curiously, in the footage shot

by Times Now and Aajtak – which were the

first TV crews to reach the spot – none of the

police or STF personnel milling around the site

were shown wearing bulletproof jackets. So

why was Singh alone wearing one?

This article was prepared with inputs from

serving and retired police officers who prefer

to remain anonymous. 

Courtesy The Wire, 21/Jul/2020

  Contd. from page ...26

The 152nd report submitted in 1994 had recommended insertion of a new provision – Section

154A in Cr PC to enable any person to approach a judicial authority on the failure of police to

register FIR. Similarly, the 273rd report of Law Commission of India on implementation of UN

Convention against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman and Degrading Treatment or punishment

through legislation strongly recommended that those policemen who indulge in torture can be

punished with imprisonment which may extend to life.

Further, why can’t the police training be overhauled completely so that they are taught to be

more humane, more responsive and more compassionate while dealing with people and human

rights? Why can’t the landmark recommendations of the Malimath Committee on Reforms in

Criminal Justice System be implemented?

Why can’t the governments both at the Centre and in the States show more drive and

determination to push through the necessary reforms as recommended by so many committees

and even the Law Commission of India which have been just gathering dust till now?

Only a strong political will is needed to do this. There is nothing that cannot be done provided

there is adequate political will. Custodial torture undermines the rule of law and erodes the

people’s faith in the system.

*Advocate based in Meerut, Uttar Pradesh

Courtesy Counterview, July 16, 2020

Zero conviction for custodial torture, death...
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Save Country and Constitution from

the Current Government
July 12, 2020

There are many associations of lawyers in

this country and they hold several conferences

throughout the year. Their subjects are

confined to their professional and legal

problems. This Association has a different

orientation, ever since its inception. Members

of this association assemble to discuss the

problems of the people and to find solutions to

them. The very subject of the present

conference is an ample proof of it.

I must both congratulate and thank you for

holding this conference at a time, which

according to me is a watershed in the history of

this country. We are today required to cry out

to save our constitution and our country from

the present government itself. Never before,

after the Independence, such a need had arisen,

and the people were required to face a situation

where not the rule of law, but the rule of

lawlessness prevails in this land.

We have today in power at the Centre, a

government which is not only hostile to our

Constitution, but given an opportunity, wants to

change it root and branch to the detriment of

the nation. Our Constitution is a social, political,

economic and cultural manifesto of the entire

nation. Representatives of all the then political

parties and all social groups accepted it

unanimously, with varied social interests. It is

not merely a fundamental, legal framework of

the country. It is the solemn declaration and

resolution of “We the People” of India, to create

in this country a new society which is not only

quite distinct from the one we have inherited

but diametrically opposed to it. Instead of the

unjust, unequal, exploitative, feudalistic,

suppressive and divisive society, we have

avowed to create a nation based on justice,

liberty, equality and fraternity. The Preamble,

the Fundamental Rights and the Directive

Principles give us the blueprint of a new society.

The Constitution is in essence a call for social

revolution.

The Constitution is of course bête-noire to

the present ruling class precisely because the

new society envisaged by the Constitution is

designed to hand over the power of the country

to the masses. The ruling party, rooted as it is in

the ideology of the RSS hates democracy,

equality, liberty and fraternity. It wants one party,

one leader, one religion, one culture and one

language. It wants to create Hindu Rashtra of

the highest caste. It believes in Manusmriti and

caste system. It hates other religions and

cultures. Its entire cadre consists of the

members of the highest caste with some show

pieces from the other communities. The

“Manuwadis” (protagonists of Manusmiriti) is

an appropriate description of the RSS cadre.

The priestly class and the financial stake-holders

have always allied with each other to dominate

society. The priests preach to the masses that

the social and economic structure of the society

is divinely designed and hence, it cannot and

should not be altered. The money lords help the

priests by offering sumptuous donations for their

livelihood and places of worship. Today we see

this sinister alliance of Manu and Money in its

starkest form.

P.B. Sawant
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2) The question is why, during the last 70

years, no attempt has been made to create the

new society ordained by the Constitution? Who

and what are responsible for this?

The social system that we have inherited has

not only a graded caste system and

untouchability, but till the British established their

rule, had prohibited learning and acquisition of

knowledge by all except the highest caste i.e.

Brahmin males. The result was the entire

administration was in the hands of that caste,

even during the Mughal and British period, and

even to day it is dominated by them. The caste

system and the ban on learning was the

conspiracy by the highest caste to keep the reins

of society exclusively in their hands. Naturally,

they resented and are even to-day resisting, any

attempt to empower others for fear of the loss

of their power. They have been dominating all

key institutions whether it is the bureaucracy,

the judiciary, educational institutions, the media

and the cultural and literary institutions. The

Constitution might have promised a new society

for the empowerment, welfare and progress of

all the sections of the society, but its

implementation is entirely in the hands of the

members of the high caste who are hostile to

the constitutional objectives, and try their utmost

to block the measures to implement them. To-

day, being in political power, they are not only in

charge of the entire implementing machinery,

but also of designing the policies in all spheres.

During the last six years, since 2014, vigorous

attempt have been made to recruit RSS cadres

in all the institutions including the judiciary, and

also to pressurise the institutions to fall in line.

We have been witnessing the results.

The attempt of the present BJP-RSS regime

is to strengthen the caste-system and keep the

society divided in thousands of small watertight

separate groups, hostile to and in constant

conflict with, each other. The provisions of

reservations are also being used to sharpen the

differences between them.

Deliberate attempts are also being made to

fan communalism by targeting, in particular,

Muslims and Christian communities. To divert

attention of the people from the objectives of

the Constitution, non-issues like “Ghar Wapsi”,

“Love Jihad”, “Beef-eating”, “Mob lynching”,

“Ram Mandir” and now CAA, NRC and NPR,

are also being deliberately whipped up. The

conspiracy of the ruling class is to keep the

people constantly divided, to prevent them from

coming on the same platform to solve their

common problems, particularly the economic

problems and to avoid the implementation of the

constitutional goals. That is why to-day the

glorification of Manusmriti and burning of our

Constitution, and the shrill calls for building

“Hindu Rashtra” (that is Brahmin Rashtra) and

the campaign for drubbing all those opposed to

these machinations, as non-patriots and traitors.

Another equally important hurdle in the

implementation of our constitutional goals, is the

present economic system, which is otherwise

known as capitalist system, free enteprise

system, free economy and so on. The socially

injurious features of this system are: it is profit-

oriented and not people oriented, and therefore

it does not work for the benefit of the people

but for the prosperity of the profit-makers; it

halts work when the prospects of profits

become dim, it is interested in reducing the man-

power and increasing the machine power, it

results in concentration of wealth in a few hands

and in creating an army of the unemployed and

beggars, and with its enormous financial powers

it controls political, social, educational and

cultural life to suit its designs. The unemployment

and gross inequalities lead to criminalization of

the society. The corruption, frauds and scandals

are endemic to the system. The generation of

black money and its use for anti-social activities

is inherent in it. The elections are a principal

source of black money. What is worse, it

destroys and pollutes the environment

indiscriminately, without regard to its adverse
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effect on all life forms-human, lower animal and

plant. This has already raised the temperature

of the earth to the ruinous point. It is disgraceful

for the mankind and particularly for its present

generation, which is harbouring dreams to inhabit

the other planets, not to be able to devise a

rational economic order which will at least

ensure the minimum economic human rights to

all, reduce inequalities and enable all to live with

dignity.

3) As the leading lights of the society, you

must note in particular, the deleterious effect

the present economic system has on our

democratic life. The profile of our parliament

for the tenure of 2014-2019 was: out of the 543

members of Loksabha 442 were crorepatis, and

229 members faced criminal charges. Out of

78 ministers in Modi’s cabinet, 72 were

crorepatis and 24 ministers faced criminal

charges. The Rajya Sabha in proverbially a rich

man’s club. On an average 36% of the members

of the State legislatures faced criminal charge.

The figures for 2019 – 2024 parliament are

that no less than 43% members of the Lok

Sabha face criminal charges. The ruling BJP

party has 116 out of 301 members, who have

criminal cases pending against them.

Is it difficult to imagine for whom these

legislators and ministers would be operating?

We thus find that our democracy has been

reduced to the preserve of the moneybags and

the cesspool of the criminals. The Supreme

Court has recently taken note of it. The Courts

cannot improve the situation. It is the people

led by the social engineers like you, can certainly

do it, if there is a will to do it.

4) The task for social revolutionary lawyers

like you is therefore cut out. We have to create

the new society as envisaged by the Constitution

by legal and non-violent measures. The transition

has to be smooth and least disruptive.

This Conference must therefore give a lead

to the nation and place before it the following

minimum agenda, for urgent implementation.

i. Not only protect but also implement the

Constitution in letter and spirit and

create a new society based on justice,

equality, liberty and fraternity. Eliminate

social, political, economic and cultural

inequalities and strengthen the roots of

democracy, secularism, socialism and

republicanism. Root out the seeds of

communalism, intolerance,

supremacism and divisiveness.

ii. Change the present speculative, profit

oriented, anti-social and anti-human

economic system and replace it with a

rational, people oriented and planned

economic system which will ensure to

every man and woman all the basic

economic human necessities including

employment, living income, shelter, free

education and free health service,

abolish inequalities and enable all to live

a life of human dignity.

iii. Protect and promote the environment.

Prevent destruction and pollution of air,

water and soil and create more and

more healthy human, animal and plant

life.

iv. Defeat the designs of the communal,

casteist and racist elements to divide

the country by practicing intolerance

and hatred of other communities and

promote unity and integrity of the

Country.

v. Boycott the religious bigots and all other

divisive forces. They are the real anti-

national and unpatriotic element. They

are the untouchables of our society.

vi. Create new self-less leadership

to attain the above objectives.

I have briefly tried to focus your attention

on the root causes of the misery, poverty and

backwardness of our country, which is blessed

with enough resources of all kinds to enable

everyone to live with dignity.

( To be Contd....on Page - 41 )
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The Ph. D thesis of Dr. Innaiah Narisetti submitted in Osmania University created

history due to the role of the guide and devotee of Cult Hindu guru Aurobindo.

Mr. M. V. Ramamurthy (1918-1999) studied the case and presented it:

Philosophical Consequences of Modern

Science -Thesis Antithesis
The facts relating to this Thesis constitute

interesting reading. The zigzag turns, the twists

all give a touch of drama to the course of the

Thesis. Its chequered career is influenced and

shaped by acts of well meaning and

honest persons as well as by the sly and subtle

ways of some others.

Mr. N. Innaiah enrolled himself as a research

scholar for Ph.D. degree course of Osmania

University in the Department of Philosophy in

October, 1965. The topic of research was ”The

Philosophical Consequences of Modern Science

with special reference to the problem of

Determinism.” (Appendix-1) He had passed the

preliminary Ph.D. test held in September, 1966

(Appendix - 2). Mr. Innaiah was then one of

the Lecturers in the Philosophy Department of

Osmania University. As such, he submitted

some research papers. They were commended

by his supervisor for publication as

articles (Appendix-3). He submitted his Thesis

on 3rd October, 1969. He was not informed

about the fate of his Thesis even by 22nd June,

1973. Then the scholar wrote a letter to the

Vice Chancellor of Osmania University

requesting him, for the information (Appendix-

4). On 17th December, 1974 he was asked by

the Controller of Examinations to revise his

Thesis (Appendix-5). He was furnished with

extracts from the reports of the Examiners.

(Appendix - 6). He submitted his revised Thesis

on 30th March, 1976 (Appendix. 7).

It is not out of place to refer to something

that ’happened prior to March 1976. There was

a move to get an Aurobindo University

established, by Prof. Madhusudhana Reddy. He

is an Aurobindite. It was felt in many circles

that he was making strenuous efforts to get an

Aurobindo University established. This gave rise

to a tirade against the said move ’by the

rationalists and radical humanists in the form of

a press statement (Appendix-8). They wrote a

‘Letter to the Editor’ in a local English Daily

(Appendix-9). This seems to have irked the

Aurobindites of Hyderabad. In the meanwhile, a

One-man Commission headed by a retired Judge

of Andhra Pradesh High Court, Mr. V.

Parthasarathi, was appointed to go into the affairs

of the University. Naturally, the way the Thesis

of Mr N. Innaiah was dealt with, figured as one

of the matters enquired into by the commission.

The report of the Commission in respect of the

manner in which the Thesis was handled is

revealing. It spoke of the entire episode as one

of ’wrecked hope’ and ‘a blasted career. It

stated that one could not part with the case

“without being shaken to the core of one’s

being.” Elsewhere in the report it is observed

that “it is frustration that grows out

of weary years of waiting that enhances or

deepens the pathos of the tragedy.” The

Commission commented that the matter was

“muddled through for several months with the

incept handling repeating itself in an incredible

manner.’’ This evidently referred to the

University’s delay in taking the necessary action

just prior to its directing the candidate on 17th

December, 1974 to revise his Thesis.

The Commission did not leave the matter without

indicating the examination branch of the
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University by saying “that no one associated with

the matter is free from blame.” It seems that the

report of the Commission was sent to Dr. V

Madhusudhana Reddy for comment. Events

followed fast. Mr. Innaiah’s supervisor and guide

Dr. Madhusudhana Reddy tendered his

resignation to the post of Professor and Head

of Department of Philosophy. The news of this

event was reported in the press with the date

line of 25th April, 1976. Even this

incident created problems for Mr. Innaiah for

he was asked to submit the revised Thesis with

the certificate from his supervisor. Under the

circumstances then prevailing, it was impossible.

Several factors till then unknown to the

candidate became known, thanks to the enquiry

by the One-man Commission. It seems that at

first three examiners were appointed to evaluate

the Thesis. They are:

1. Prof. Leo Gabriel of Austria.

2. Dr. Daya Krishna, Jaipur.

3. Dr. V. Madhusudhana Reddy, Supervisor.

While Prof. Leo Gabriel and Dr.

V. Madhusudhana Reddy had recommended the

award of Ph.D degree, Dr. Daya Krishna had

recommended its rejection. The University

Syndicate at its 143rd meeting, held on 17th

April, 1971, had resolved that the Thesis of Mr.

lnnaiah be referred to the fourth examiner. The

offer was made to three foreign examiners

in succession and ultimately it was sent to Prof.

Richard Hecking of USA, on 6th July, 1972.

Since the report of Prof. Hecking was not

received for a long time, Dr. Milick Gapek of

Boston University was appointed as examiner.

He sent the report in February 1974, stating that

the Thesis should be thoroughly revised and

resubmitted. The case was submitted to the

University Syndicate on 10th June, 1974. It seems

that the syndicate has resolved to call upon the

candidate to revise the Thesis. The

communication of the Syndicate’s direction

was made on 17th December 1974. Thus it can

be seen that it took nearly two years from 17th

April, 1971 onwards, for selecting an examiner

who could be expected to agree to do the

evaluation. Thereafter it took nearly four months

for submitting the matter to the Syndicate i.e.,

from February, 1974 to June, 1974. Yet another

six months were allowed to lapse from

10th June, 1974 to 17th December, 1974

to communicate the syndicate’s resolution to the

candidate. It is this delay that was the subject

of adverse comment by the One-man

commission headed by Mr. Parthasarathy,

The English daily press reported the news

of the report by the Commission and the

consequent resignation of the guide. As per Rule

26(b) of Ph.D. rules of Osmania University, the

revised Thesis shall, as tar as possible, be

referred to the same examiners for their opinion.

But this rule was not brought to the notice of

the Vice-Chancellor who appointed on

18th May, 1976, the following three teachers

as examiners:—

l. Prof. K Satchitananda Murthy, Tirupathi

2.  Prof. N K Devraj, Varanasi

3.  Dr, Barlingay, Poona

The Thesis was sent to the said examiners

who submitted the reports. While Dr. K.

Satchitananda Murthy recommended the award

of Ph.D. degree, Prof. N. K. Devraj and Dr.

Barlingay, have suggested the revision of the

Thesis. On 11th January, 1977 the syndicate

passed a resolution to call upon the candidate to

revise and resubmit his Thesis in the light of the

remarks made by examiners (2) and (3).

All these facts are adverted to in the note before

the syndicate at its meeting on 4th June, 1977

(Appendix-10). The Dean, Faculty of Arts was

requested on 1st March, 1977 to communicate

to the candidate that he should revise the Thesis.

He was suggested that the reports of the three

examiners be communicated to the candidate.

Accordingly, on 10th Marh, 1977, the University

sent a note to the candidate calling upon him to

revise the thesis (Appendix-11). The extracts

from the reports of the examiners were supplied
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to him (Appendix-12). On 21st May, 1977 he

wrote a letter to the University protesting against

the procedure and requesting that he be awarded

with the degree of Ph.D (Appendix-13).

The University seemed to have been perplexed

by the very irregularities it had been committing

and so it was considered by the syndicate at its

meeting on 4th June, 1977. It decided to cancel

the communication dated 10th March, 1977,

directing revision. It further directed the

Controller of Examinations to send the revised

Thesis of 30th March, 1976 to Dr. Mitlic Gaspek

of USA, Dr V. Madhusudhana Reddy and Prof.

Leo Gabriel. In June 1977, two copies of the

Thesis were sent to Prof. Leo Gabriel and Prof.

Gaspek. Prof. Gaspek sent it to his colleague

Prof. N. Bhattacharya and the University

later acquiesced in it. Prof. Bhattacharya sent

his report on 30th March, 1978. to Prof. K J

Shah, who was appointed in the place of Prof.

Madhusudhana Reddy, who did not reply to the

University’s communication, he being out of

service then, Prof. Shah sent his report on 18th

September, 1978. Both the examiners rejected

the thesis. All these facts became known when

the University filed a counter to the W.P. 476

of 1979, on the file of the Andhra Pradesh High

Court (Appendix-14).

On 15th June, 1977, Mr. Innaiah was

informed that his representation was under

consideration (Appendix-15). Evidently the

University did not choose to inform the

candidate about the revised Thesis being sent

to the original examiners. As time was running

fast, as nearly 10 years have elapsed after the

candidate’s submission of the Thesis on 3rd

October, 1969, he became courageous enough

to file a Writ Petition No. 476 of 1979 in the

High Court of Andhra Pradesh on 19th January

1979, praying for the issue of a writ

of mandamus directing the University to

constitute a Board of Examiners to conduct the

Viva-voce for him in relation to

his Thesis (Appendix-16). The University filed

the counter earlier referred to as Appendix No-

14. The position stood thus — The original

Thesis was read by four examiners out of which

two have recommended award of the degree;

one recommended rejection and one opted for

directing revision. The revised Thesis was

perused by five examiners out of which one has

recommended acceptance, two for rejection and

two opined that it needed revision. Thus out of

nine Scholars who had the privilege of examining

the Thesis either in the original form or in the

revised form, opinions were expressed as

follows. Three examiners recommended

acceptance, while another three examiners

rejected its worthiness and the remaining

three chose to direct revision. Thus it is evident

that the matter was not free from doubt.

Moreover, one fact became evident that there

was a wide difference of opinion between

the Austrian school and the American School in

respect of the subject itself. This can be inferred

from the communication of Dr. Gaspek to the

University as referred to the counter to WP. 476

of 1979 (Appendix-14). Prejudices seemed to

have played a vital part in the decision of the

examiners who ought to be above these

considerations. Apart from that, the University

cannot be expected to direct the candidate to

revise the Thesis twice, as rules do not permit

the same. What all happened after the reports

of the original examiners i.e., what happened

after 1971 is null and void as being contrary to

law and he rules. At any rate, as two out of the

three examiners of the First Board

recommended acceptance of the

candidate’s Thesis, it should have been accepted

for award of the degree.

Then Mr. Justice Alladi Kuppuswami,

dierected the University on 6th February, 1980,

to consider the position as it obtained in 1971

after the receipt of the reports of the

examiners viz. Prof. V. Madhusudhana Reddy,

Prof. Leo Gabriel of Austria and Prof. Daya

Krishna. The Vice-Chancellor was directed to
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decide within one month whether he should

direct the viva-voce examination to be

conducted, or the Thesis should be revised or

rejected.(Appendix-17). The Court was also

pleased to direct that viva-voce should be

conducted within two months if the Vice-

Chancellor chose to do so.

One would expect smooth sailing thereafter,

but alas, it was not so. Mr.Innaiah as called upon

by the University by its communication dated

16th April, 1980 to appear for the viva-voce

examination on 27th April, 1980. (Appendix-18).

He complied with the direction. There, to his

dismay and consternation, he found only two

examiners, one who rejected his Thesis viz. Prof.

Daya Krishna and the other his erstwhile

supervisor Prof, V. Madhusudhan Reddy who

by that time rejoined service in the University.

What happened at the interview was far from

being happy. The viva-voce examination was

riot utilised for the purpose for which it was

intended i.e. to determine whether after all

the scholar has written the Thesis or somebody

else did it for him with the connivance of the

supervisor. The two examiners did not have the

advantage of reading the Thesis again for they

did not have copies of the same with them. The

last time they read it was in 1970 or so i.e., nearly

a decade ago. The copy of the scholar was

borrowed by them and questions poured forth.

What transpired at the interview was referred

by the candidate in his letters to the Vice-

Chancellor dated 27th April, 1980 (Appendix-19)

i.e., the very day of the examination and dated

6th May, 1980 (Appendix-20). On 16th June,

1980 the Vice-Chancellor of the University

chose to reject the Thesis submitted by Mr.

Innaiah (Appendix-21). This was unexpected

for the supervisor and guide commended the

Thesis as early as 1970. Presumably he must

have changed his stand. Consistent with his

earlier stand, Prof. Daya Krishna might have

rejected the Thesis as unworthy for acceptance.

Eyebrows were raised as it is probably the

first time in the University that a Thesis was

rejected in viva-voce and probably first occasion

in the academic history of India when a guide

and supervisor went back on his earlier

recommendation. Mr. Innaiah filed the Writ

Petition No. 3452 of 1980, praying that the

Andhra Pradesh High Court might be pleased

to direct the University to award the degree of

Ph.D. to him (Appendix-21). The University

filed a counter (Appendix-22). Ms. Justice

Amareswari by her judgement dated 14th April,

1981, accepted the contention of the scholar that

viva-voce conducted on 27th April, 1980,

was against the rules framed by the University

as only two examiners were present then. The

Hon’ble judge set aside the viva-voce. She

opined that there was neither logic nor

justification in appointing Dr. Daya Krishna as

an examiner for the viva-voce as he had earlier

rejected the thesis outright and denounced it in

the harshest terms. Prof. Madhusudhana Reddy

was found to have written on 27th April, 1980

to the Vice-Chancellor. His letter reads as

follows ;- “In the context of the disturbing

controversy into which my name got involved, I

request you kindly to keep me out of any panel

of adjudicators that you may contemplate for

the purpose,” This attitude of Prof.

Madhusudhana Reddy was quite appropriate and

befitting the membership of the academic

community had the matter stood there. Moreover

Mr. Parthasarathy as the One-man Commission,

opined that one of the contributory factors for

the delay in respect of the Thesis was

“remissness” on the part of the internal examiner,

thereby meaning Dr. Madhusudhana Reddy. It

was unfortunate that he should have decided to

sit as an examiner for viva-voce. The Court

thought that Dr. Madhusudhana Reddy’s

presence at the viva-voce examination, should be

dispensed with, in the circumstances of the case,

It opined that the University has power under Rule

32 to dispense with the viva-voce in certain cases.

It directed the University to adjudicate upon the
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Thesis in the light of its observations without any

further delay (Appendex-23). To a call attention

of an M.L.A., the Hon’ble Minister for Education

stated in the A.P. Legislative Assembly that the

University has decided to award the degree of

Ph.D to Mr. Innaiah in the Convocation to be

held on 14th May, 1981. Ultimately, he was

awarded with the degree. Thus, Mr. Innaiah

became Dr. Innaiah,

The price paid by Mr. Innaiah was heavy.

For want of Ph.D. degree he had to lose the

opportunities of continuing in the University. He

became a freelance journalist and ultimately

ended up by now as a working journalist. It took

him nearly 12 years after the submission of his

Thesis to get the degree. It involved two legal

battles in the High Court. The University took

nearly eleven years to reject the Thesis at the

first instance. Such an inordinate delay

engendering horrible mental agony to the scholar

is unheard of in the annals of the academic life.

Mr. N.K. Acharya the present president of

the Hyderabad Rationalist Association and editor

of the ‘Indian Rationalist’ during 1967-1971

stood the ground and argued Mr. Innaiah’s case

with ability and steadfastness of purpose.

The success of Mr. Innaiah is the tale of

victory of the cause of ‘Justice to the Scholars.’

It may appear to be the lone fight of a single

person; yet it partakes of the character of a

fight for the vindication of rights of scholars to

have their dissertations treated with

consideration and sympathy in keeping with the

highest principles of the academic life. It is

neither a craving for charity nor is a praying for

mercy. It is a reminder to the Academies to

keep flying the banner of intellectualism in the

country. It is a beaconlight beckoning the

academic community to develop spirit of enquiry,

respect for knowledge and attitude of

detachment. All kudos to Dr. Innaiah who

braved the hardship and suffering to raise

the standard of revolt for a just and noble cause.

 (Late) M. V. RAMA MURTHY

It is the machinations of the few amongst us which has been keeping our overwhelming

majority in forced distress and destitute for centuries. It was the spread of education and

knowledge among the hitherto deprived and disadvantaged which was expected to turn the

tide. So far, there is no sign of it. How long shall we wait?

Please give a serious thought to it.

I wish your conference all success.

(The author, a retired judge of the Supreme Court of India was also chairman, Press

Council of India. This address delivered in February 2020 on the occasion inauguration

of 10th National Conference of Indian Association of Lawyers at Vijaywada. It remains

relevant now)
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With great effort three volumes of essential

writings of M.N. Roy are now available to

the people. That is very happy development

in the humanist field.

Mr. Bhaskar Sur and Dr. (late) R.M. Pal

compiled and edited the matter in 1529 pages.

It is run on matter from one volume to another

and thus all the three volumes are continuity. 

R.M. Pal was lifelong follower of M.N.

Roy and in the last minute he was with M.N.

Roy in Dehradun.  Mr. Bhaskar Sur took keen

interest in radical humanist thought. 

The special point about the volumes is that

they are dedicated to Sibnarayan Ray and

Ravipudi Venkatadri (100 years old humanist).

There is index for the volumes and also

bibliography is arranged which will be very

useful.

The selections from the writings of Roy

are wide range and quite satisfactory. 

One good thing about the volumes is that

several pictures are included which shows the

broad spectrum of M.N. Roy. The 12 articles

on M.N. Roy and his thought were additional

gift in this volume. The international journey

of M.N. Roy was provided with route map. 

It is possible to obtain the three volumes

from Aakaar Publishers, Delhi.

Under critical readings the editors included

the articles of: Philip Spratt, Sibnarayan Ray,

Robert C North, John P. Haithcox, G. D.

Parekh, R.M. Pal, V.M. Tarkunde, Ketaki

Kushari Dyson, Blent Pflung, Sohanlal

Dattagupta, Subrajit Bhattacharya. 

At the end of first and second volume there

Book Review :

Review of M.N. Roy Reader –

Essential Writings
Review by: Dr. Narisetti Innaiah

is neither index nor references; bibliography is

provided. All of them are given only in the

third volume. 

The reader has to get all three volumes to

get all these benefits.

Arrangement should also be made to the

readers to get these volumes internationally,

through amazon.com etc. Otherwise readers

abroad may find it difficult to buy the volumes

with Rupee value.

‘The Philosophical Consequences of

Modern Science’ written by M.N. Roy during

his prison days is yet to be edited and printed.

The volumes are in Delhi (Nehru

Museum Library). Some rare scripts of Roy

are still in Moscow which are to be collected

with special effort. Mr. V. B. Karnik

mentioned about it in his biography of M.N.

Roy. The correspondence of M.N. Roy and

Evelyn Trent (first wife) are not mentioned

in these volumes. Roy edited some journals

from Europe which played historical role.

The effort of R.M. Pal and Mr. Bhaskar

Sur is worth noting and scholars should pursue

the research. A.B. Shah emphatically stated

that the Philosophical Consequences of

Modern Science must be edited through some

contemporary scientist since it was

incomplete in prison around 1935. 

Supply of the three volumes separately will

lessen the burden of the reader. Paperback

copies also will be good to reach more people.

Congratulations to Mr. Bhaskar and deep

appreciation of the effort of late R.M. Pal. The

volumes are in 1/8 demy size, bound. 
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